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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this manual is to provide 4 guide to
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participants in the Institute on Discovery Management for Supervisors
of Library Branches Serving the Underprivileged and Emerging
Communities and is a companion volume to the institute papers,
"Communications Management of Human Resources" (Bookstore, University
of Pittsburgh, 1971). The aim is to provide a training manual which
will lead to competence in group discuSsion methods and to an

.
understanding of the major problems associated with.group activity
and community development work. The sessions have been designed to
help a group acquire: increased sensitivity tO the major factors
involved in the discussion process; underStand the importance and
value of group discuSsion methods; develop skill in .diagnosing the
problem$ which a group leader lay handle;: atquire.experience in
leading discussion, in order to build leadership skills; and
understand the role of Skillful:interpersonal relations as a
technique for bridging the gap between the flpassivity" of'discussion
and the activism. Of commUnity involVement.This manual:includes a
number of separate topics 'which :Could:-be cOvered in a Short training
program.; {Author)
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CREDIT

This manual on interpersonal communication is based
upon the innovative and experimental study discussion and
training programs of the Fund for Adult Education.

("Discourse Units in Human Communication for Librarians")

This manual is a companion volume to Communications Management
of Human Resources and is designed to serve as a guide to
inservice training in interpersonal communication.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to provide a guide to the inservice

training of librarians for community liaison through the group work

process. The manual was developed for the superv4.1or participants in

the Institute on Discovery Management for Superv lrs of Library Branches

Serving the Underprivileged and Emerging Communities. This manual is a

companion volume to the institute papers, Communications Mena ement of

Human Resources (Bookstore, University of Pittsburgh, 1971).

The Inotitute on Discovery Management, held July 26 - August 13,

1971 at the Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences, Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, was funded under a grant from the U.S. Office of

Education, Title II-B, Higher Education Act of 1965, P.L. 89-329 as

amended. A unique feature of the Institute was the requirement that

each participating branch library supervisor hold a mini-institute for

leadership teams composed of branch librarians and neighborhood citizen

liaison leaders. It was for this purpose that the present manual was

developed.

This manual does not exist in conceptual isolation as do so many

of the texts in librarianship. While a practiaal guide to group ac-

tivity, it has been developed within the frame0ork of a situation-

producing theory of communication for librarians (Communications for

Librarians. Bookstore, University of Pittsburgh, 1971). The manual

is a practical application of the conceptually interlocking system of

communications theory and communicative services which has been devel-

oped at the Graduate School of Library and Inforatation Sciences, Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh.

Indeed without a systems approach to communicative activ1 't

is unlikely that the librarian's role as a change agent in the community

will ever be developed to provide informational and program support as

well as for the recruitment and training of minority group lay leaders

for the role of liaison between community and library. The purpose is

to enable citizens, especially from minority and underprivileged groups

to realize their full potential for changed behaviors, as well as their

involvement in determining library policy.

Although this manual is within the traditions and principles of

library service, it asserts the importance of, and provides the basis

for demonstrating that a bold new approach is needed in library ad-

ministration. It is imperative that the library administrator be adept

at group dynamics and skills, if he is ever to exert leadership in

solving the problems facing librarians today. Group work is not new
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in the library profession but since no theory of communication has
been available to librarians, group work has remained largely a polite

assemblage of individuals playing the parliamentary procedure game

within the rather rigid communications infrastructure kncwn as library

and information science.

It is not the purpose of this approach to communication to deny

the value of and necessity for an expanded communications infrastructure
as represented by the systems and network approach to libraries and

information centers. Organized documents and indexed resources de-
limit the environment or information space within which retrieval
sea,ches can be made. However complex and extensive the infrastructure,
the information potential remains latent until a communications pro-
fession emerges which can create the conditions within which meaning
can be engendered within individuals, groups and communities.

As a result of the 1926 report to the American Library Association,
Libraries and Adult Education, and the training help provided by the

American Heritage Project, the 1 brary profession has had some experi-
ence with the discussion group process. But the discussion method can
scarcely be considered to have caught the imagination of librarians as
a major communicative device. The basic reason appears to be a lack
of understanding and fear of group dynamics. The aim of this manual
is not to develop group dynamics trainers. Thz objective is to realize
the potential, however latent, in every professional librarian to de-

velop innovative and experimental programs of interpersonal commnica,-
tion.

While the book discussion mief'30 leloped ia the taleric.la Heri-

tage Project are raluable sktiis to have, they are insufficient when
it comes to the rough-ahd-tumble dynamics of encounter and confrontation

happenings. In extreme cases, any continuing and skillful followup
to an encounter interface resembles more the therapeutic group dynamics
than it does the liwely exchange of ideas iu a library book discussion
designed to pnvmote a liberal education. People should be accepted
where they arc, not where the librarian thinks they ought to be. Tra-

ditional trainIng ir the infrastructure of communication has not made
librarians particulmrly perceptive of this problem.

The aim of this guide is to provide a training manual which will
Lead co comrtence in 3roup dis/eussion methods and to an understanding
of the major problems associated with group activity and community de-

velopment work. More specificadly, the Sessions have been designed
to help a group acquire:

Increased sensitivity to the major factors involved
.in the discussion process.
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Understand the importance and value of group discussion

nmthods.

:)evelop skill in diagnoning the problems which a group
leader may handle.

Acquire experience in leading discussion, in order to

build leadership skills.

Understand the role of skillful interpersonal relations

as a technique for bridging the gap between the "passivity"
of discussion and the activism of community involvement.

This manual includes a number of separate topics which could be

'covered in a shoit training program. The topics have been divided in

such a way as to permit the training group to concentrate attention

on che importance aspects of group activity. All of these topics are

related one to another as the group progresses in a developmental

manner. When this manual is used as a guide to a shorter mini-institute,

the group leader may wish to combine same of the topics. The topics

in the manual nay be divided into two major parts: the how and what

of group activity.

HOW includes those topics which deal with the processes

of group work, the problema of participation and how it

is affected by leadership and by individual needs as well

ad by content, i.e. section one.

WHAT includes those topics which deal with the problems

involved in communicating:ideas,-acquiring concepts and

information ae well as thinking, i.e, section two.

.

Libraries were found on the faith that theirpresence:makes the
coMmunitybetter.:Librarians accOMpliSh thia,obj!2ctive thrOUghlthe medium

of hooka and other:.materi4or learning,HHyaddinga grOup and CoMmu-

-Iity dielendiOn:tOits. :Prog**, the, library C*1 MOVe fidinbeing e. pa67

sive Community repourc-e toan active caninunication agent, Librarians,

with their traditions, rsOUrcea,and edUCated personneIare the appro-

priate.and logical agencto-:SpOnseir:.group.p044Y.. Mpterticularly,
the group atudi:PrograMLOan deepen and enrich-the gtoup e-tfOCOmeness

of the library staff. .

In_order to increase knowledge and understanding Of, the group

procesa,..it is necessary to change attitudes,and'increase appreciation.

Conimunid,ation must be-,understOod aS5well ae thethree major components
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of group activity, i.e. grr.,up, leadership, content. The how and what
of the group process can be understood if the three major components
are examined in a number of different ways. Among the elements of a
communication strategy to be developed, the following are significant:

Describe the basic concepts essential for effective
leadership in a group discussion program.

Illustrate as many concepts as possible in actual
group situations led by the branch librarian and
community liaison leader.

Provide an opportunity for members of the group (the
librarian-leader team who are being trained) to apply
same of these concepts in actual inservica training
situations.

Provide evaluative experiences in order to test the
extent to which these concepts have been understood
and applied by the members of the group.

Group activity is a. process which is used in many different ways:

Lo reach decisions around a conference table;: to cameto.agreement on

a group action;or to provide an opportunity for individual.members
of the group to learn. Although-the.group is not the only situation
in which learning can and does occur, it is unique in one important re-

spect. In formal classroom situations,, the individual and the material

from which he learns are the only-components required. The learning

consists:of directtransfers.betweenthe,two whether or not communication

does Odour.

.

In the group situation, on'the other hand, many people are in-
volved.':Nat Only-are'thereoither'meMbert:Preaent but leadership Of
Some kind ia alSO eaSential.': While the perion-reading a book, ',seeing
e.tfilm, or lietening:,tO a,lecturt is interaCting Only with the ideas
presented, the7member,Of"a:discUsSiao -group-is aIso interacting with
others an4jwtt,h the leader,: GomMunidation through.discuesion is a
far*Ore-COMplicated procesa involving-coePeratiVe effort as well as

_ _ . .

Because of the complex nature of the group situation, it may be
helpful tO look briefly at the total Situation in terms of three of
its basic coMponentsi Group; LeaderShip; and COntent or SubjeCt Matter.
Taken together; these may be represented as the'cOmmunicative Matrix
of the group encounter.

The &Rem, leader and content are no* *he ^nly inflaienf.ac ^n the
group situation. There are other elements outside the group which
affect the learning of the participants, auch as the climate of thinking
in the community, as well as local and national attitudes toward freedom
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and inquiry. The group is made up of a number of individuals, each

of wham brings to the encounter situation different personalities.

These aspects of the individuals that make up the group set them

apart from each other.

At the same time that each of these individuals differs from the

others, all of them have something in common. There is a common de-

sire to learn, an interest in the same subject, a preference for learn-

ing with others rather than by themselves as is evident when a group

of branch librarians and neighborhood leaders came together to dis-

cuss the role of the library in community affairs.

In any discussion group one ot several individual3 must be re-

sponsible for seeing that the leaceashiE functions are performed. In

some prPgrams there is one leader who performs this function for the

duration of the program. In other programs, two coleaders share major

responsibility. In still others there is one leader who has major
responsibility for the duration of the program. However, he tries to

involve as many different members in the group as possible as coleaders

during the course of the program. No matter what the particular lead-

ership pattern may be in the program, the formal or designated leader

cannot perform all of the leadership roles and functions which are

required for an effective group learning situation.

As a program progresses or a session develops, it is important

that the leader must create situations in which major differences between

him and the group members are decreased. In such instances different

members of the group may assume some of those leadership roles which

come naturally to them. Just as different individuals bring different

resources and personalities to the group expereince, so do leaders.
Leadership style depends largely upon the attitudes and personality
of an individual, but it is also determined to same extent by the de-

mands of the program itself, since different content and goals may

require different styles of leadership.

Every group %..:_organized around some specific content. The group

also has a learning and.communications goal which involves that

content. If the group is really working toward, its accepted goal,

then everything it does has some relevance to the ,content. One way of

seeking this is to think about the group as within a particular field
of content which provides a focus for its effo7,2'z. To the extent that

subject matter makes different demands, on both the leader and the group,

it is an important determinant of the effectiveness of the group effort.

Taken together, these three components of group, leader and con-

tent make up the major aspects of the group encounter situation, and

will serve as a convenient device for describing the way in which
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library group activities develop and are maintained for communicative
purposes. It is of fundamental importance that a climate be created
within which communication can occur, such as the common study and

analysis of library-community zoncerrs and interests.

Group work is a commvnicative process employed for such purposes
as to reach decisions, to come to agreement or group action, and to
provide a learning opportunity for individual participants. The group
process is such a unique learning experience because all participants
are involved in both the teaching and learning enterprise.

Librarians may be adept at readers advisory and reference work
where the individual reads a book, sees a film or listens to a lecture
and where the quality oi communication is determined by the intra-
personal learning skills of the reader.

in group w'rx, the cpiality of the communicative process is pri-
marily determined by the leadership, the group and the content. There
are of course other elements outside the group and over which it has
no immediate control which also affect communication such as the cli-
mate of thinking in the community as well as local and national atti-
titudes towards freedom and inquiry. In any event, each of the major
components functions not in isolation but in a dynamic interrelationship
with one another.

Group activity is a process which is used in many different ways:
to reach decisions, to agyee on an action program or to provide an
opportunity to communicate and learn. Librarians sponsor group acti-
vity for all of these reasons. But since they also operate on the
principle of taking people where they are at any educational or in-
terest level, the librarian's organized group ectivity may grow out of
"bull sessions" or the enjoyment of conversation or discussion for its
awn sake.

Although the group is not the only situation in which learning can
and does occur, it is unique in one'imPortant respect. In formal learn-
ing situations, the individual and the material fromwhich he learns
are the only components required, and the learning consists of direct
communication between the two. In the-group, Oh the other hand, Other
people are involved. Not only are there other members present'but
leadership of some kind is also essential. The person teading a book,
seeing a film or listening to a lecture, is interacting with others
and with the leader. -Communication through discussion is a far more
complicated situation, involving cooperative effort as well as self-
discipline.



The HOW of group activity includes those topics which deal
with the process of discussion, the problems of participation
and of how it is affected by leadership, by individual needs
as well as content.
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CLIMATE

HOW do INDIVIDUALS and Individual DIFFERENCES Affect

Behavior within a Group?

Practically nothing in terms of content consequence is achieved
during the first session of a group activity. Participants eve much too
busy studying the people around them, measuring themselves against those
others, deciding how they like the leader, and trying in general to be-
come comfortable in the new surroundings.

The leader must, from outset, help to create a people's climate which
will permit individual members of group to assert their individuality and
to realize that they are expected to participate as individuals. Members
of the group must receive assurance and security (as well as common under-
standings and purposes) through sharing in and understanding of the goals
and limits of the program. The procedure to be used in achieving these
goals must also be given sufficient consideration.

To create the necessary climate and to provide for the fullest
participation, the leader should understand the extent of individual dif-
ferences within the group both with respect to motivations for joining,
as well as their interests and needs. The /eader must realize the impor-
tance of some flexibility in approach so as to permit an outlet for these
individual differences.

The leader must understand that individual members do differ with
respect to values they get out of the group as well as motivations for
entering. There are usually two different kinds of values: those relating
to the stated reasons for increased knowledge and learning, and those re-
lating to more personal social values. There should be an opportunity for
both kinds of values to develop the program.

There are usually many reasons which motivate people to desert their
roles as solitary information seekers and become parts of the group activity.
Such reasons may include the needs to belong to or establish friendly social
relationships. People may seek an opportunity for status, personal recog-
nition, or self-expression. In the process of satisfying such motivations,
the individual nay learn to discuss in a rational and purposefull way, al-
ternative outcomes which can be used to contribute to effective participation
in community life and to personal growth.

Although It is usual that everyone at most gatherings gets to know
everyone else:, the process of initial introductions at a group activity
-serves a veryUseful purpose. People once theTknow one another can main-
tain the infOrmalitY'ancUperMisaiveneas which are importantelements in
free disCUssion.. Even more,important, perhaps, is the fact that properly
cOnducted intrOductiomo cansupply to the group two significant kinds of
information-about its members:
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"Meet the Folks"

(101$

12
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Reasons people have for joining the group and therefore same clues

Y.or what the discussions might focus on.

Experiences which people have had with the general subject to be dis-

cussed provide an indication of resources which the group can later

draw on.

Difficulties may arise in group activity because either the leader

or participants do not understand each other's roles. Members of the

group need to widen their experiences because roles are seldom fixed. Each

of the following activities will help participants appreciate the range of

factors which occur. Eech participant should at same time perform the

following roles:

Asparticipant he will be taking an active:oart in one kind of dis-

;ussion or another, demonstation or pra=tice.

As observer he mal: be an observer, record what is going on, but mot

participate.

As discussion leader be will have an opportunity to lead a practice

discussion, followed by an evaluation by the group and himself.

As a result.of participation in each of these roles, the librarian

should obtain a better rounded view of group activity both for the cogni-

tivei.tational ottask processea aa weIlas for emotional or group main-

tainence prOcesses.: The.group will begin to .think analytically about the

group'process and may develop standards for judging the effectiVenesS'of

the discussion.-

Leadership patterna,vatybTztoupfram the "leaderleaS" one.to 'the

highly struCtured formal program:_typethatiscOMMen in prograMplanning.

Regaidleis of leadership Pattern,any designateclleadet when:"Meeting,.the

folks" cannot perform ail of,thejeaderShip .rOleaand functionivwhichare

required ..fot an effective comMunicatian-aituation'. ',Ilowevet, initially the

leader must cteate a:aituatiOn in which majordifferentes between hiuLand

,the:partiCipanta.:are.:deCteasedand*whetabydiffetent.:mambeka-ofthe
group

MaYaSsUMesame'af'the
leaderShiPtoleaWhiChCaMenatUrallY tO',-them.

In same .respects assigned leadership !may be considered a tamporary

hpating function, as 'it sets the .Climate :for convivality of COnVersation.

Onca:the.Oonveisation is liVely and exhibits:patterns of:,discussion tech-

niqUea, then" asaigned leadership.:slips into-the backgroUnd and begin's to

participate as au equal in the exciting process it has helped to'initiate.

In this function of catalytic agent,-attentive listening is essential. The

following points may setve.as guides:to the newly assigned leader:.



Respect the opinions of all participants. Do not evaluate or criticize
any comments. Listen attentively to everything said.

Ask questions. Do not answer questions. Redirect them to the group.

Allow people time to think. Ask a question and wait. Do not re-
phrase, or add to the question. Look interested and someone will an-
swer when he has had time to frame an answer.

Allow the group time to answer one another. Do 11-.c. make a comment or

ask another question every time someone speakes.

Keep the group on the subject. If the discussionaars, ,7a..mind the
group of the question or topic. If you are workin-wiatil aman-the-
spot reading, refer to this material frequently.

Watch the group closely and coLstantly to see who i3 1-:tady tc comment.

Help people to say what they mean. Restate a comment necessary
and ask, "Rave I understood you correctly?", or aak :::Jestion for

clarification.

Nail down what has been said. Summarize before going on to another
phase of the topic.

;Probably every participant, but certainly every leader experiences

en initialdread or stage fright in "umeting the folks"in the group.

Depending uPon experiende, this I'PAntion ms.vbe vague ar-Iairly well-

understood as the obvious reaction of inexperienced individuals in a

grOup, 7he lollowing:roles are what "come naturally" to people who

needjielpip,recOgniling andin',covercoming such:non,-functionaL.roles.

FroultiMe.tetiMe;:Moreoftenperhape,thananyonelike:;to:admit,
people

.j,e11PNTein
honfUnCtionalWaya-that do notilelpand sametimesactually

harm ihe:groupandrthe:Work*itia trying teldo:'_

BEINGAGGRESSIVE:: workingfOrstatusby criticizing,or,hlaming others,
,shOwingJiostilityagainstthe groUp orsomos:: 1nd1vidus4'deflating.,the
ego or status of Others.

BLOCKING:::: interfering withtheprogressofthe group,by,goingoff
ona:tangent, citing,,peraonelexperiences Unrelated tO.the problem,
:arguing too_muchon a.Toint, rejecting ideaswithout consideration.

.SELF.CONFESSION: using p;group, as a sounding board, expressing
personal,-nongrouporiented feelings or points ofview.,

COMPETING: vying with others to produce the best idea, talk the
most, play the most roles, gain favor with the leatier.
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SEEKING SYMPATHY: trying to irduce other group members to be

sympathetic to one's own problems or misfortunes, deploring one's

situation, or disparaging one's ideas to gain support.

SPECIAL PLEADING: introducing or supporting suggestions related to

one's own pet concerns or philosophies, lobbying.

HORSING AROUND: clowning, joking, mimicking, disrupting the work c'

the group.

SEEKING RECOGNITION: attempting to call attention to one's self by

loud or excessive talking, extreme ideas, unusual behavior.

WITHDRAWAL: acting indifferent or passive, resorting to excessive

formality, daydreaming, doodling, whispering to others, wandering

from the subject.

These nonfunctional roles are expressions of emotional needs which

people try out in an effort to achieve satisfaction. The desire for

satisfaction (homeostasis) includes at least four wishes or needs: security)

new experiences, status (recognition) and emotional response. Needs such

as these are expressed variously by different individuals. Some people

only feel secure in dominating others. Others find security in being

dependent. Some individuals express their need for recognition by talking

constantly about themselves; others have strong drives for achieving titles

or position.

People tend to develop behaviors which meet their needs and cling to

them regardless of whether they make other people uncomfortable or not.

Of course the initial group leader cannot directly help people out of their

emotional difficulties. He remembers however that the individual by be-

coming a group participant has tmplicity declared another purpose: the

avoved aim of learning more about the subject content, increasing his ability

to think, or improving himself in some other way.
_

TheSe,twO purpose's may.complement:one another,:but they may also
_ _ _ _

-

cOme intOconflict., Since:the individual sharesjas communicative aims

with otherpartiO4pnts,- each memberef :tb,e groUp::needs to:understand

what others:are spying,. All Participants:want to'have an:Opportunity

todeVelOp Or_challenge an idesand_expeek_that tersons who,continuously

*Tiede effeetivethinking wail be dealt_with. Consequently the4nitial

leader has' considerable support in helping to create the climatefor

maximum participation.-
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The function of the initial leader is to transfer as -rapidly as
possible leadership to various participants. In the very beginning with
a new group, the leader will probably place major emphasis m creating a
climate which will stimulate participation and bring out as many nembers

as possible. The following methods include the kinds of auestions and
the manner of statement which are designed to aid the most reluctant mem-
ber in making a contribution:

Ask questions which do not tend to put people on the spot by check-
ing the amount or type of information that they have on a particular

point. (Questions which put people on the spot will draw out only
the members of the group who have a store of facts and information
and will inhibit the others).

Use questions which do not merely call for a "yes or no" or "agree

or disagree" answer. "Yes or no" questions do not stimulate discus-4
sion and merely set a pattern whereby members of the group feel that
their role is one of being led, or misled, by the leader.

Ask questions which are simple, clear and concise rather than wide-
open so that members of the group know what you want them to discuss.
This will avoid confusion and will stimulate general participation.

In the beginning of the program select questions which deal with
experiences which any member of the group might discuss or with opinions
about same subject emphasizing that everyone's opinion is of interest or
importance. At the very outset of a program it may be well to go entirely
around the table in soliciting opinions or experiences of group members.
In this way everyone in the group will make some contribution (no matter

how small) and will have the experience of participating. Since the first
attempt to say something is frequently the most difficult, this procedure
provides a built-in method which permits everyone to take part.

In stimuIating participation it is especially important that the

leader accept the contributions made by all of the members. He should try
to tie them into the general trend of the discussion. Be should also give
each member the fooling that he reaIly has contributed something to the
thinking of the group. This will be effective not only in letting all of
the members feel that they have made a worthwhile contribution but also
it will help to set a climate of acceptance which will stimulate further
participation, and the development of logical reasoning and effective
learning.



HOW DO YOU QUESTION ?

First call participant by name, and then

state the question...

OR

State the question first - pause - and

then call name of participant.

Do you .accept the first correct answer,

and reply that it was correct...

OR

Do you "throw" back correct answers as

well as wrong answers to other participants

to comment on.

Look at participant you expect

to answer the question...

OR

Look at any or all group members

when stating a question.

Do you use "yes" or "no" questions.

He has a 50-50 chance of being

correct...
"Is this a mill file?"

"Is a mill file used for smooth

surfaces?"

OR

Do you use the "thought" quest-

ion? This answer requires

thinking.
"What kiud of file is this?"

"If.it ia-a mill file, What's

its use?"

We learn in proportion as we are able to think.

t!.1.

17
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LEADERSHIP

How does LEADERSHIP and Leadership STYLES Affect Par-

ticipation and Effectiveness in a Discussion Program?

Many forces which influence participation can only be recognized and
dealt with to a limited extent. The individual needs which group
members bring with them, and the content of the discussion, once deter-
mined, are both factors which ma can do little to change. There is,
however, one very important influence on group participation which can be
changed and that is leadership. The leader does have control over his
own behavior which determines the participation of the group. He can do
something about it.

The leader must create the climate and take the initiative to see
that, as many members of group as possible actually take part in discus-
sion. The attitude and style of the leader is the most important factor
in the beginning of a program in permitting and facilitating such partici-
pation.

The leader is also responsible for seeing that participation is
measured not only in telms of the number participating but also in terms
of the quality of participation. The leader's responsibility therefore
is not only one of permitting members to participate but also of ensuring
that participation leads to thinking, learning and the sound development
of ideas.

The kind of participation and its quality are directly affected by
the kind of leadership style adopted by the leader. A highly demanding
style may stimulate attention but it also develops tensions and arguments.
A highly permissive style may stimulate wide participation and a feeling
of ease but it also results in more relaxed and less intense participation.
The loader muut, therefore, fit his style into the demands of the subject
matter and to the changing status and needs of group.

To be completely effective, the leader must be selfconscious about
his leadership and the impact of it on the members of the group. This
selfconsciousness can be achieved by continuously being sensitive to the
group as well as by the use of observation and participation sheets.

Often the major anxiety which plagues discussion leaders is a con-
cern for getting everyone to talk. It arises 'Iram the idea that the dis-
cussion is a failure if everyone is not participating actively and often.
But participation car be silent. The silent member may be getting a great
deal out of the discussion. The leader, then, can best encourage maximum
participation not by making sure that everyone is talking, whether he
wants to or not, but by doing everything possible to create the conditions
which make people feel free to come in when they want to. In attempting
to develop effective participation there are several considerations:
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Quality of participation is more important than quantity of partici-

pation. Participation can probably best be measured in terms of the kinds

of contributions mode by members of the group: the extent to which there

is a flaw of one idea to another; the degree to which members of the group

are applying the content to their own interests and concerns; and the
extent to which they are furthering the thinking and understanding of the

group. All of these are more important thiza a mere check on the number

of contributions that an individual does or does not make.

Kind of participation may well change as a program develops. In the

beginning, participation may well be stimulated by the leader, primarily

to ensure that group members know that their contributions will be wel-

come and to underline the fact that differing opinions will be accepted.
This kind of participation is a demonstration that the members of the

group have an obligation to help to carry the program. Also, it may be

important to look for simple situations which will permit the more shy and

retiring members of the group to talk, so that they may have the satisfac-

tion and security of knowing that they can participate.

In the beginning of a program it is also to be expected that member

participation will be more in terms of responses to, and ideas aimed at,

the leader. This is the traditional way that most people have acted tn

the past in learning situations. As the program develops, however, par-
ticipation should grow and develop so that more and more of the contribu-

tions are made directly by members themselves. As the program develops,

more and more participation by members will be in terms of assuming same
of the leadership roles and less in terms of the old school-roam "student-

to-teacher" relationship. The contributory roles include:

GATEKEEPING: trying to make it possib4h for another member to make
a contribution to the group by saying "We haven't heard anything
from Jim yet," or suggesting llmited talking time for everyone so that
all will have a chance to be heard.

STANDARD SETTING: expressing standards for the group to use in
choosing its content or procedures or, in evaluating its decisions;

reminding the group to avoid decisions which conflict with group
standards.

FOLLOWING: going along with decisions of the group, thoughtfully
accepting ideas ofothers, serving as an audience during group dis-
cuSsion.

EXPRESSING GROUP FEELING: summarizing what gr*up feeling is sensed
to be, describing resections of the group to ideas.
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Elf.e.c.t.iya_AnAAntelligentlistening. as a means of participation can-

not be over-emphasized. To participate verbally it is first necessary to

participate by listening to what is going on and to understand what is

being discussed. Only by intelligent listening will a contribution fur-

ther the discussion and work towards the goals of the group.

Different people contribute in different ways. Participation by all

members cannot be unifOrm or standard. Some members of the group partici-

pate most helpfully when the group is bogged down, others when things

are going smoothly. Some can act best as authorities and resource people,

others as persons who raise doubts anJ questions. The same per:L.(3n may not

even participate in the Same way on two different days. Effective partici-

pation is engendered in a variety of ways:

No one is permitted to monopolize discussion.

Discussion is for the most part carried on among members of the group

rather than just between members and the leader.

The group does not break down into cliques or sub-groups which ten6

to, impede,or complicate general discussion.

Righ level of participation is evident rather than-an eMphasis on

participation merely for its man sake.

An air of objectivity is, maintained.7-that is, discussion i3 focused

on ideas, not on personalities.

MeMbers areettentive encLrespectful of contributions of all members

(inclUding direct'member to member discuSsion rather than relying solely

on the leader:to maintain,prder andattention.

Members understand the importance of listening to others and under-

standing what they Say as a prerequisite for active participation

themselves.

Contributions and suggestions by group members are accepted and utilized

in an adult and friendly manner both by the leader and other members

of the group.

Differing opinions, points of view, experiences, and backgrounds are

accepted and valued, rather than frowned upon or rejected.

Contributions of all members are accepted on the basis of heir value

or pertinency rather than on the basis of the social status of the

person making the contribution.

a.%
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Pointers for the Groun_Leader

There are no iron-clad rules, no pet formulas, no easy slogans that will
insure you of success in a discussion group.

The following suggestions, however, will assist you at the beginning:

I. Be your natural self - it is said that
even a child can sense an artificial
pretense - then surely your adult
participants can.

2. Enthusiasm is contagious - show enthusiam
in your leadership, and a genuine interest
in every participant.

3. Use the language your participants can
understand - don't use technical, occu-
pational, or professional expressions
until they are explained.

Tie in the new with the old - only when
we can understand a relationship between
the new experience and an old experience
do we learn.

Are you getting your point across? Group
participation (including the timid souls)
is one of the easiest ways to find out
if your point has been. made.

Use the"ihreela .7-:always be fair,
;congruent and friendly in your relation-
eta.10 With groUp:Menaberi.

Be informal but business:like adults
can learn and will learn when at ease
in'the".!groUp.,

****************

Critism is like advice - easy to give and hard to takel
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Accounts of personal experiences are encouraged and permitted only
insofar as they are relevant to the discussion.

Members assume or share various leadership functions with the leader:
helping the leader and each other, by clarifying various points made;
pushing for facts and data underlying expressed opinions; carrying
discussion forward toward agreed-upon goals; dealing with troublesome

members.

Measuring the quantity and direction of participation of a group will

give you only limited data concerning many of the points just listed. It

is, however, useful to keep a sharp eye on the participation level. While

it may have little significance taken by itself, it can ring a warning

bell on same major difficulties. For this reason it is sometimes a good

idea to have one member chart the number of people participating, the

amount of talking done by individuals, and the extent to wh3.ch attention

is general rather than directed to the leader.

Demonstration Discussion:

A OemoPstration should consist of_a discussion, led by the leader,
which'Will give:thegroUpopportunity tc(focus on differences in
leadership Styieeand their effeCt On partiaipation. The evpluatioh
sessiOn,follaWing the diScUtsiOn Should consider:

Good and b d'features'of the discussion.

Analysis of the leadership styles demonstrated.

Analysis of participation;- relating observed differences to leader-
., _

ship style.'

One way,of evaluating a,disdussion is '0 diSgram it,as it gOes. on,

noting how many people'.talk,, how Ofteu they, taLk,.and.who_talks to whom.

If leaderbehavior doeS fiaVe a significant effect on Participation, suCh
a-diagram should reflect-differences between one leader and'avother, or
between one kind of leadership style and another.

A member of the group should be requested to act as an.observer dur-

ing the demonstration. He will not participate in the discussion but

will assume responsibility for charting the flow of communication on.a

chart.

23
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Ba should be instructed to draw a diagram of the seating arrangements,
identifying each member by a number; note each statement made by members
and leaders; and record: who said it, and to wham it was directed.

This kind of diagram reveals only one aspect of a discussion process.
It tells how people participated. But it says nothing about the quality
or the content of the discussion. One could conceivably have a spirited
and well-conducted discussion in which only inanities were spoken. There
are a number of differences in leadership style:

F1ex41-'1'.-y in adapting to expressed interests of the group.

Degree to which the members feelings are accepted.

Degree 'to which the free expression of ideas and feelings are en-
countered.

Extent and manner of participation in the discussion (guide, atbiter,
authority).

This session will help to sharpen the focus on the relation between
the actions of the leader and the Participation of group members. The
trainer has the job of modeling two sharply different leadership styles
for the group and helping them to evaluate the differences between them
in terms of haw the group responded. The session also constitutes an intro-
duction to an overall view of partiCipation, and a Method of analyZing
and evaluating it.

Merely knowing the effects of leadership pn participation is not
enough for teal Understanding. -The impact of leadership must be experi-
enced to be Understood. This demonstration is an attempt to giVe the
group a "feel" for the baaidifferences in highly demandingandpermissive
stylea of.leadership by relating feelings_as:grOup members,to the twO kinds
of leadership-provided. The:demonStratiOn alSo encouragesthe,viev
that:personality or habit dOjnOt neceStarilY fix Peoples,behaVior. It can
be changed by them if they teb the:need for change.:-

Another point which must be made with the group is that the inexperi-
enced leader,in striving to be "permiss*ve," often Abdicates reaponslbility
for leadership entirely and lets the discussion drift:helplessly. The
trainer Can uSefully raiSe this problem at several points and particularly
at the end of the session 'during evaluation of the practice discussions.
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If the group becomes involved in the demanding discussion, tension
will increase, and irritability may occur or lack of objectivity, raised
voices and even refusal to talk. You may also find yourself under con-

siderable atrain. If the atmosphere becomes too emotionally charged,

break off the dissussion and go right into the analyeis.

By analyzing this immediate experience, the group should be able

to gain a real feel for the reactions of people to leadership. Since

Ithis evaluation period is brief, the trainer should keep the discussion

/focused on the training group experience and not permit sidetracking to

/other outside experiences.
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Example of a Participation Chart
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INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVER

The job of the observer will be to chart the flaw of discussion, noting
who talks (leader or group member) and to wham (leader, particular
member, group as a whole). Even though your group may sit at a square

or oblong table, a circular form makes it easier to put in the arrows.

Directions:

After leder's Opening remarks, begin recording each contribution made.
Draw an arrow from the circle representing the speaker to the person
addressed if leader or group member. If a remark is addressed to the

group as e whOle, draw an arrow to the center of the circle to indicate
that the remark was directed to the group rather than to an Individual.

Also tally individual contributions separately as indicated in the sample

diagram c:o nacilitate analysis.

Following the analysis of leadership style by the group, you will be

asked to report on group participation on the basis of your diagrams.

Report to the following questions:

1. How freely MA members participate? Did'eVerYbody cOntrtbute?
Did just a few.members contribute? Did most members-contribute?

2. Did same people do more talkingthan others?- Did anyone.talk to

too Mitch?

3. Are the most loquacious people Sitting together:a d rela-

tively silent ones also?

4. Did'members talk mostly to the leader? (notice how the lines

converge)

5. Was talking direCted'toparticUlar meMbera rather than to the

group as a whOle?T'

6. Was there any pairing or evidence of cliques?.
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OBSERVATION SHEET

Participation

1. To what extent did the znpup concentrate its effforts on the assigned
discussion task?

were at work most of the timm
worked, but same time spent In talking abaut other things
spent a good deal o---.77 time on other things

2. If there were times when the group did not work well, wnat may have
been the reason?

were fighting over :ixrelevancies
were being sociable, joking, etc.
got off on irreletrant personal experiences

were frustrated

3. Most of the talking was done by

group as a whole
a few MeMbera
the leader

4. So far as guiding the discussion is concerned, the leader

shared guidance with the group
managed it mostly himself
provided no guidance

5. Differing points of view were

acknowledged and considered impartially
acknowledged,'but riot cOnSidered objectively
neither acknowledged nor considered

6. Members participated in ways which helped make the discussion pro-
ductive

by encouraging other members to contribute
by calling attention to points of agreement or disagreement
by summarizing

----by attempting to clarify
by introducing new points for consideration
by bringing the'group back to the subject
by trying to resolve conflicts
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6. Members participated im ways which helped make the discussian pro-

ductive.

by-encouraging other meMbrs to contribute
by calling attention to points of agreement or disagreement

by summarizing-
by attempting to clarify
by introducing new points for consideration
by bringing the group back to the subject

. by tnying to resolve conflicts

7. The goals of the discussion were

clearly set by the leader
developed by leader and members of the group
indefinite and uncertain

8. The general climate during the discussion was

rather tense, peoplenot at ease
quite relaxed, people quite at ease
fairlY relaxed
such that few peoplie were stimulated to participate

such, that participation and involvement came naturally and-
generally.

29
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PARTICIPATION

jlow are INDIVIDUALWRZO AND Individual ROLES Imartgat
in CreatinglEffective Discussion Groups?

The gx=np is composed of Individuals, each of whom brings to the
communicarive situation motivation, leckground and personality character-
istics that axe unique and different. Although each individual differs
in some way from the others, all participants-have something in common,
an area of common purpose-wtiCh has Initially drawn them together. There
may be a common desire for communication, an interest in the same subject
matter, a 13reference far Learning among others rather than as a solitary
individual:1n the library

Leadar.nnust understand ithe underlying needs of the individuals in
the group if he is to deal effectively with the manifestations of
thesemeeds as evidencad by the "silent member," the "monoplizer,"
the "cbstru..itionist," ar the "tangential talker."

Leader must understand and appreciate how different kinds of questions
call for, and determine different kinds of discussion and analysis.
Some simple rules for creating a desired climate can involve the
members in discussing various methods of phrasing and asking of
questions.

Effective discussion and the climate necessary for productive think-
ing require that a number of different roles must be performed by
members of the group, as well as by the leader. An analysis of the
roles and situations which assist or obstruct the work of the group
should be made.

There are many roles which people play in the life stream of any
community. These roles are related to the social values and ethics of
the social entity as well as the individual's perceived self-relation to
that society. The roles people play are in response to the social rules
which maintain that society and which become dramatized and individualistic
versions of the mores.

The rules of the social game are sometimes referred to as etiquette,
a polite version of the deeply iftedded socialization which has taken
place in the individual. Communicative activity in a group situation
heightens the necessity of social rules as well as places an imperative
upon each participant to practice them effectively. Each member of the
discussion group is constantly engaged in dealing with two kinds of
problems:
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Efforts to achte v. conscious purpose for being therelearning
to appreciate Lttiznuture, became a more knowledgeable citizen,

sharpen his thInk.

Efforts to ressawe hiE hidden problems of adapting to other pc 1e,

of anxiety about Tr;y@-- other members think of htm, and subduing incli-

nations towards E1114.

One main purpose-mi: 'the individual, that of adapting to the other

members n ways whichaisty his emotional needs, gets handled on a

level which is difficalor the discussion leader to influence. People

tend to develop behav7;777=-which meet their needs and then cling to them,

whether they make othtzn-3naople unhappy or not and-whether they get in the

way of constructive 1417 or not.

But the individus.1 Ans a second purpose: his identified purpose of

learning more about salon- subject, increasing his ability to think, Improv-

ing himself in same way. These two purposes may complement each other

but they may also come in conflict. Satisfying some emotional need may

interfere with the achievement of a self-educationi:1 atm.

Since the individual shares his educational aims with other members

of the group, it is useful to think of the group also as having needs,

needs for certain kfalds of behavior necessary to accomplish its work. For

example, each member of the group needs to understand what other members

are saying. All members expect to have an opportunity to challenge or to

help develop an idea. ti members expect that persons who continually

impede effecLve thinkina-will be dealt with and that a climate will be

created which will perm1:1: them to participate.

In this view of participation, then, one can think of any individual

contribution to the Mmc.ussion as satisfying one of two different kinds

of needs. Both indivt.amal and group needs are met by same action of an

individual. Such actams are roles which people play in a group.

An individual, emotional need of one of the members may, for ex-
ample, he to gain status, or, to find security by dominating.

A A.roun need for accomplishing the work necessary to reach a common

goal may for example, be the harmonizing of different points of view

or the clarification of a confusing situation.

Anything the leader does to reduce those elements in the group which

Create anxieties will decrease to some extent that behavior which is an

eXpression of irrelevant individual needs. A permissive, friendly,
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accepting climate will, paradoxically, inclease the ability of the group
to concentrate on the problem at hand. The leader can very often use the
irrelevant expre.f'sions which occur as an indicator of the state of the

discussion. A puzzling ur disruptive contribution by one member may really
be an expression of the way the whole group feels at that time.

A hot argument which the group permits to continue may signal same
of frustration felt by the group and be taken out by it in general

enjoyment of the fight. In the same way, an irrelevant remark may indi-
cate that the group is not clear about what kind of contribution is appro-
priate at the time. A confused contribution may mean that the group has
really no clear idee of its purpose in going into a particular phase of

the discussion. The leader can help the discussion over many rough spots
if he is alert to the significance of individual behavior for the feelings

of the entire group.

In any group one can expect to find a number of different roles being

played. Some of them coincide with the group's need to get the job done,

and therefore help the discussion (the harmonizer, the encourager, the

clarifier). Other roles serve only individual needs without coinciding
with the group need, and tend to hinder the discussion (the aggressor,
the special interest pleader). During the discussion try to be alert to
the character of the roles being played by the participants, but act, your-
self, as you normally do in a discussion.

The dead silence is the most general, and often the most anxiety-
producing problem. The awakward silence is a complete absence of partici-
pation. It is Important for the leader to realize that this probably
reflects a wish on the part of the members to be prodded and relieved of
responsibility. This is precisely what the leader should avoid doing.
While there is no "right" way to handle such silences, there are a few

wrong ways. The leader should not try to prod individuals into talking,
or remain silent hemself so that the situation turns into a contest of
wills.

The leader can wait and see whether someone starts off, using his
own judgment as to ust haw long a wait is sensible. Encouraging remarks
can break the ice such as "There are probably same diffeg:ent points of
view on this that would be interesting to get out on the table." If it
persists, it is a good idea to turn attention to the problem of process
by asking: "1What seems to be blocking us?" or "Maybe we had better find

out what the trouble is?"
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The over-talkative member talks all the time or goes on endlessly.

If permitted, he will monopolize the discussion. Usually a person

who talks compulsively has a need to dominate_ If you recognize this

need, you will probably be less irritated by the behavior and better able

to handle the situation. Since the group must be protected from domination

by any one member, the leader should intervene if the group does not try

to prevent it.

If a participant is monopolizing the time which should be shared

among the other members, the leader can interrupt, acknowledge the contri-

bution, and suggest that "we hear from some other members who, I am sure,

also have something to say about this." Usually consistent intervention

of this kind will be sufficient to make a member aware of what he ia doing

and better able to control his need to talk. When the problem cannot be

resolved satisfactorily, it can be discussed with the whole group in an

evaluation session avoiding reference to any particular member.

The silent member is usually shy and fearful. lie is afraid of being

put on the spot, or being forced to participate. If he is pressured

into taking an active part, be will rightfully feel resentful. It,is

wise never to force, but rather to let him take his time about contributing.

You can,, however, continue to observe silent members,to detect signs of

readiness to speak.

If a member seems to be on the verge of speaking, an encouraging

glance or friendly nod may be all he needs. Sometimes a brief chat after

the meeting will let a member know that the group is interested in hear-

ing from him when he is ready. This can help make him feel freer to parl-

ticipate the next time. There is no one way of encouraging participation.

Occasionally, silence may reflect boredom or lack of interest. If you are

fairly sure that this is the case, you might wish to draw out the partici-

pant by asking him a provocative and challenging question.

Asking questions tends to stimulate participation and brings out many

members of the group. The leader will want to ask the kind of questions

and state them in such a manner that even the most reluctant member of the

group will feel that he can make a contribution. As the program develops

and such a climate has been developed, the leader will probably think

'Iore of using questions which will stimulate intelligent and logical think-

ing. Certain kinds of questions help to stimulate maximum participation:

Ask questions which do not put people on the spot by checking

the amount or type of information that they have on a particular

point. Questions which put people on the spot will drag out

only the members of the group who have a store of facts and infor-

mation and will inhibit the others.
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Use questions which do not merely call for a "yes or no" or "agree or
disagree" answer. "Yes or no" questions do not stimulate discussion
and merely set a pattern for members of the group who feel that their
role is one of being led or misled by the leader.

Ask questions which are simple, clear and concise rather than vague
and wide-open so that members of the group know what you want them
to discuss. This will avoid confusion and will stimulate general par-
ticipation.

Select questions which deal with experiences which any member of the
group might distosr or with opinions about same subject emphasizing that
everyone's opinion is of interest or importance. At the beginning of
a program it may be well to go entirely around the table and solicit
opinions or experiences of group members. In this way everyone in the
group can make some contribution (no matter how small) and will have
the experience of participation. Since the first attempt to say some
thing is frequently the most difficult, this procedure provides a
built-in method which permits everyone to take part.

In stimulating participation it is especially important that the leader
accept the contributions made by all of the members. He should try to
tie them into the general trend of discussion and give each member
the feeling that he really has contributed something to the thinking
of the group. This will be effective in letting all the members feel
that they have made a worthwhile contribution. It will also help to
set a climate o acceptance which will stimulate further participation,
and the development of logical reasoning and effective learning.

Relating these rules to the needs of individual members of the group,
it is important for the leader, at least in the beginning, to ask questions
which relate to, and satisfy the individual emotional needs of the members.
As the program progresses and members feel that they belong to the group
and have became a part of it, the leader can ask increasingly the kinds of
questions which relate to group needs for accomplishing the work necessary
to reach a common goal.

The effectiveness of a discussion group depends on the roles which
members fill whether these be helpful or obstructive. The purpose of this
analysis helps in distinguishing roles from personalities. If, instead of
thinking about "problem people," you concentrate on how certain kinds of

34
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behavior contribute or do not contribute to the discussion, your own action

as a leader is likely to be more objective and therefore, more effective.
People do not, in any event, play the same role at all tiues in a group,
although we have a tendency to stereotype people in such roles.

Demonstration Discussion:

Proceed with any discussion which has been scheduled. But be careful

as you do this session. When you think of a role which was present, do

not think of the person who played it as always playing it. After the

demonstration discussion, the group should individually fill out the rat-

ing sheet, checking the roLes ishich they think were present.

Read the statement given in the chart, "Role Description," of each

role. Check whether you feel it was present or absent in the demonstration

discussion which you have just gone through. You will find that some of

the roles always assist the group, that others consistently hinder the group.

On the other hand, watch especially for same roles which at one point seem

to hander the work or development of the group (because of a different

situation at that time.)

Now proceed to the chart, "Role Description," and check those roles

which were present. If the role was performed by the leader alone, enter

an 'L' in the appropriate column.. If the role was performed by a member

of the group, check with a 'G'-and if by both enter 'GM in the appropriate

place. Do you feel that the group was successful in accomplishing its

major tasks during this discussion?

Were any important roles missing which, if they had been present,

would have helped the discussion?

Were the various important roles fairly well shared by leader and

group or were most of them performed by one or the other?

Were roles present which you think the group would have done better

without?

Is it possible that the same kind of role can assist the group at one
point and hinder it at another? Why?

How can you, as a leader, make sure that the roles which you recog-
-.4i.4e as needed get filled in the group?
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OBSERVATION SBEET

I. During the Practice Discussion, what proportion of the time was spent
on

work and discussion which concerned itself with the querAtion
raised by the leader and the major aims of the discussion?

efforts to resolve hidden problems of adapting to people,
anxiety about relationships, and the like?

2. Were the questions as presented in the Manual and interpreted by the
leader such that

they clarified the area of discussion and pointed up the
problem to be discussed?

they presented a "loaded" questions which called for a certain
kind of answer?

they were fuzzy and indefinite so that considerable time had
to be spent deciding what the discussion should really be
about?

3. Nost of the talking was done by

the group as a whole

a few members.

the leader.

4. So_far as guiding the discussion is concerned, the leader

shared guidance with the group.

managed it mostly himself.

provided no guidance.

5. Were most of the important leadership roles filled

by the leader?

by members of the group?

by neither of them?
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6. The goals of the discussion were

clearly set by the leader.

developed by the leader and the members of the group.

indefinite and uncertain.

7. Were the individual needs of group members

recognized in any way by the leader?

rejected by the leader?

Explain manner in which leader handled or did not

8. Were there any specific instances in which either the leader or the
group dealt with any d:Lffiult member roles during the discussion?

If E0, give examples
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CONTENT AND MATERIALS

How do Content and Subject-Matter Affect Leadership and Membership?

The content and nurpose nrovide a focus for the group effort.
Every group is organized around or within some specific content and

has a goal which involves that content for some purpose. If the

group is really working toward an accepted goal, then information has
some relevance to all of its deliberations. Information may make
different demands on both the group and tts initial leaders, and as

such it is an impurtant determinant on the effectiveness of the group

effort:

Effective results occur in any group situation when
the leader permits the group to concern itself with

both the mwork" and "non-work" aspects of the situation.
Social (non-work) needs must be fulfilled as well as
Content (work) needs in any group.

Leader must be sensitive tc the non-work needs of a

group and should permit outlets for such needs to achieve
the basic goals of learning and thinking.

Subject areas (factual as compared to opinion) call
for different kinds of leadership styles and respon-
sibilities, as well as different kinds of member

participation. The leader must understand the various
content and subject matter sufficiently to fit his
style to the demands of program.

Even though librarians have always maintained that their role is

one of information supply, their professional activity exhibits a

lack of dynamic interface. Conceived as a simple transfer process,
data is supplied to the individual requesting it or a display is
arranged that is presumed to relate to the interests of the group.
Rarely is information considered as the dynamic interface of develop-

mental counseling or of group development. The potential of both

the American Heritage and Library-Community Projects remains largely

unrealized in the profession.

In addition to these roles which help to strengthen and maintain
group life and activities, there are other roles which relate to the
other major component of communicative activity in the group: con-

tent. The flow of information (i.e. the surprise value of content)
has to be presented and monitored until it engenders a teachable
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moment in the group. Content "care and feeding" requires a great

deal of skill. There are few participants and librarians especially

who do not need extensive practice in the following task roles:

INITIATING ACTIVITY: proposing solution, suggesting
new ideas, new definitions of the prol.plem, new approaches

to the problem or a new organization of materials.

SPEKING INFORMATION: asking for clarification of
suggestions, requesting additional information or facts,

SEEKING OPINION: looking eor an expression of feeling

abcat something from the 1L9mbers, seeking clarification

of values, suggestions or ideas.

GIVING INFORMATION: offering facts or generalizations,
relating one's awn experience to the group problem

to illustrate points.

GIVING OPINION: stating an opinion or belief concerning

a suggestion or one of several suggestions, pal.ticularly

concerning its value rather than its factual basis.

ELABORATING: clarifying, giving examples or developing

meanings, trying to envision how a proposal might work

if adopted.

COORDINATING: showing rc.lationships among various ideas or

suggestions, trying to pull ideas and suggestions together,

trying to draw together activities of various sub-groups or

members.

SUMMARIZING: pulling tcgether related ideas or suggestions,

restating suggestions after the group has discussed them.

Every group is studying something be it only themselves or

the process in which they are involved in a counseling or Psychiatric

session. In healthy, selfactualizing groups the something being

studied is subject content itself or subject content in relation to

some problem, or situational context. In any event, the content is

always unique to the group discussing it and to the things which the

leader or the group ought to keep in mind for doing an effective job.

The "work" of a study-discussion group as distinguished from

any number of other kinds of groups is the production of a climate in

which the understanding of each individual about a particular problem

or subject is increased. Other kinds of groups discuss in order to

arrive at group decisions which must be carried out. Their work is

decision-making which is a very complicated business. But no less
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complicated is the work of the study group working to achieve knowledge

or understanding.

The problems which arise when thinking is done in a group, in-
stead of by an individual, are similar to the problems of doing
any kind of work in s xoup. A group of men who decide to build a
community tennis court, for instance, have first of all agreed on a

ce72tain order to work. All of these activities, including the reach-
ing of agreements of various sorts, are work. They move the group
along toward the goal of a finished tennis court.

At times the working group may get tired .end start kidding a-

round. Or, two members who have a private fued may hove an argument
that not only keeps them from working but stops the work of the

whole crew. Or, they may all just knock off for a well-deserved
beer and exchange sociable opinions about which team has the best

chance in the world series. During all these periods whether the
lapse is necessary or unnecessary, the group is not working, but do-
ing something else: socializing, fighting, escaping, or whatever you

want to call it. Discussion groups, in a rather more complicated
fashion, can be looked at in the same way. If the group is talking
about what it ought to do or how it should go about doiLz it, or is
actually exploring problems it has agreed to consider as a group,
it is working:

No matter how well-motivated the group is nor interested in the
topic at hand, there will always be some periods when it is not
working but is letting off steam, relaxing or dealing with per-
sonal and emotional problems.

Periods of not working are necessary and essential to the fur-
ther development of.a group. They deal with the personal, social,
and emotional needs which are bound to develop in a permissive
3ituation.

If a group is not working at a particular time there is a reason
for this behavior. The leader must try to understand the reasons
underlying this flight from work and be sensitive to them: 1)

Do they have different understandings of what they are trying
to do? 2) Is the particular discussion over their beads and
ere they unable to cope with it? 3) Is the group frustrated
over the behavior of some member and does it feel that it is un-
able to deal with this member adequately? 4) Or, have they
just been sitting so long that their minds are unable to absorb
more than their seats can endure?

43
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Leader must try not to recall the members too sternly to the

task. He cannot too rapidly try to change their behavior from

one which is probably necessary and important at the time. It

is his task to understand what is causing the nonwork situation
and to work with the members of the group to eradicate the cause
(frustration, weariness, irritation) rather than deal with the

manifestation (the joke, the argument) dia.ectly.

Group activity is always focused on something. Encounter, transac-

tional or integrity groups may be used for clinical and therapeutic

purposes and as such have "psychological" content as opposed to the

subject content of the librarian sponsored group. The interest of

the group may center upon a wide variety of content: novels or other

works of the imagination, essAys or opinion oriented material, factually

oriented sciences, and the exposition of conceptual material. In any

event, librarians are adept at least humanistically in the content

analysis of materials. However important ccntent analysis nay be initially,

it is not of itself sufficient for communication. The content of the

work will need to be analyzed for its potential value in promoting dis-

cussion.

The problems which the leader faces in order to help the group

solve Its work problems are shaped by the kind of work to be done

as well as by the kinds of questions posed by the content being dis-

cussed. A group of librarians trying to put together a radio show

give a very different impression at their work from that of the

library bcerd at an annual meeting. Their tasks are completely dif-

ferent and make different demands on them in order to get the work

done. Similarly, a discussion of the library in the community will

be different, at least to the person leading it, from a discussion of

United States foreign policy. Not only is the way in which the group

must work different, but the way in which it does nct work will tend

to differ also.

Group A is involved in a discussion of family and parent-child

relationships. The problem of parent-child relations is so close to

home that all members of the group can personalize the discussion.

They will talk in terms of opinions and attitudes more than in terms

of rigid facts or detailed information. They cannot help but become

personally involved.

In this situation the leader will work to build an atmosphere of

acceptance and a strong group feeling Which will provide acdeptance

for emoctional statements and for personal feelings, Which are bound

to arise in such a discussion. He will probably permit considerable

freedom, checked primarily by the group itself, so that group members

can discuss what is really of concern and of interest to them.
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Group B is discussing problems of library-community relations.

The problem of library-community relations is, they realize, a serious

one but few of them will personalize it. It will probably become
apparent that there is a need for more facts and information, that
opposing positions and points of view which are generally held
and actual occurrences vhich have taken place must be further studied

before useful and intelligent opinions and points of view can be

arrived at or defended.

In this situation the leader will, of course, be concerned about

an accepting and permissive atmosphere, but he will also be concerned

about ensuring that the members of the group check their ideas and
opinions against facts, that they seek,to document their statements,

and that they refer to sources of information. The leader's role in

this discussion will, of necessity, be much more one of challenging

unsound ideas and apressions and of probing for, and demanding,
facts and information than in the previous more opinion-centered dis-

cussion.

Demonstration Discussions:

The first Part of the demonstration discussion is a brief discus-

sion by the entire group of the branch library's role in the neighbor-

hood, i.e. Group B above. The important thing about this question is

that there is a professional answer to it. To discuss it in a group

helps everyone correct "mistaken" notions he has, and helps everyone

understand the "limits" of the librarian's role. But it is not, ul-

timately, a matter of opinion even though to some extent, professional
answers may have to be mediated by neighborhood conditions.

Considerable time, therefore, must be spent by the group on

learning and understanding the relationships which operate. The use-

fulness of the discussion will depend on how closely the group keeps

to the materials provided. Of course personal experience has its
place, but in this kind of discussion it is important to realize the
limitations of single cases.

The leader should take care to see to it that the group does not

dash too hurriedly into arguments aver opinions without looking first

at the facts of the situation. Or he may, in another group, face the

problem of everyone settling down to a dead-level consideration of
facts only, which is boring for many members. The boredom may be

expressed in horseplay, irrelevancies, or other forms of non-work and

emotional activity. A change of pace may be necessary, or for an ex-

change of more personal experience. The following questions may be

used for analysis:

45
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What special kind of responsibility Was the leader
called upon to perform?

How close did the f;,roup stay to the material?

How interested and involved was the group?

What proportion of time was spent on "work" and
what proportion on "non-work" during the discussion?

Did the group have enough facts to warrant their
decisions?

How much disagreement and conflict was there? Due
to what?

The second part of the demonstration should be a brief discussion
f an issue in which opinions and values are of great importance.

Many discussion programs are designed not to settle arguments or in-
cvease understandings of the meaning of certain facts, but to excite
discussion, provoke inquiry, and inspire critical thought. This dis-
co.E;sion therefore is similar to that of Group A identified above.
Here the greatest danger is that the discussion might easily become
a kind of bullsession, or devote itself to the unloading of opinions
by everyone in the group without critical examination of any of them.
Very often it becomes a matter of venting "'tie against""taint".
Because there is a.wide range of views on the issues under discussion,
a preliminary exploration of the whole range of opinion or values on
the question is probably-better than settling down immediately to the
discussion of extreme views.

This kind of encounter can be very disturbing for a group which
is not conscious of a very definite goal for its discussion. The
leader may have to keep the group continually aware of whether it is,
at some given time, doing what it really intended to so in the dis-
cussion. In this type of discussion, when the group is "not-working"
it is likely to be fighting. The issues under discussion often strike
deeply at people's political or moral values. The leader might have
to consider changing the activity (coffee breaks, time out) for a
while. The following questions may be used for analysis:

In what ways did graup participation differ from
the previous discuSsiOn (in terms of howinterested
people seemed to be, their use of personal experience,
the amount of conflict, or how close the group stayed
to material)?
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What proportion of the time was spent in the
"work" and "non-work" aspects ot discussion?
Was there any significant difference in this
respect between this and the last discussion?

In what ways did the behavior of the leader
differ? (How much direction did he feel he had
to give; how much did he participate; were the
kinds of questions he asked different)?
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OBSERVATION SHEET

1. During the practice discussions, what proportion of the time was

spent

on "work" aspects

on "nonwork" aspects

2. Do you feel that too much or too little time WEis spent on the
"non-work" aspects of the meeting?

clearly set by the leader

developed by the leader and the members of the group

indefinite and uncertain

3. During the practice session did the leader

permit fairly free and general discussion of opinions
and ideas

hold the group rather specifically and rigidly to the content

of the reading

Did you feel that the leadership style and the climate was
appropriate for.the kind of content being discussed?

In What ways might the leadership styles have been more appro-
priate for the content and subject matter?

4. Did you feel that the practice discussion

made sufficient use of factual material available

not enough use of factual material

was tied too closely to factual material

Most of the talking was done by

group es a whole

a few members

the leader



6. So far as guiding the discussion is concerned, the leader

shared guidance with the group

managed it mostly himself

provied no guidance

7. Were the questions as presented in the Manual end interpreted
by the leader such that

they clarified the area of discussion and pointed up
the problem to be discussed

they presented a "loaded" question which called for a
predetermined answer

they were fuzzy and indefinite so that considerable time
had to be spend deciding what the discussion should really
be about

8. Were there any specific instances in which either the leader or
the group dealt with anT difficult member roles?

If so, give examples
Am-

49
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SECTION TWO

The WHAT of group activity includes those topics which deal
with the problems involved in communicating ideas, acquiring
concepts and information as well as thinking.

Communication

Strategy

Tactics
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COMMUNICATION

What Can be Done to Improve Communication?

The pre-rious elements of the group process (leadership, group,
content) have focused on the methods which the leader and partici-
pants could use to increase the quality aod quantity of participation.
Of necessity, greater attention has been given on how things were
being said and on how feelings and relations were developed in the

group. Major attention has been paid to the climate of the group,
the leader-g: (pup relations and the interrelations among group members.

Hcmever, the central problem of communication in group activity
must also be considered. What are participants saying and how does
this saying contribute to the communicative process? No one parti-
cipant can think with another person unless he understands the other

person's meaning. In order to do so, each participant must practice
the "leadersh:p" functions to the best of his ability.

Members of the group must be willing, and able to
listen to and understand each other if any effective
communication is to be developed in the encounter
program. The leader must help to initiate specific
functions to ensure that meaningful communication is
present.

Leader must consciously provide situations which test
the degree of communication so taat members of the group
con be conlcious of the importance of listening and

understanding. One major task of the leader and of the
group must be the improvement of communication within
the encounter activity.

Members of the group must be wili2ng nat only to listen
but also to make their contributions in terms and in
language which can be understood by others, to relate
their contributions to the subject under discussion
and to explain apparently unrelated ideas ane. contri-
butions. The leader can mqke use of other group members
to dbserve the effectiveness of communication and to

TI for clarification where there is a Mck of under-
standing.

Librarians since they so often limit their professional services
to individuals need extensive experience in supplying information to

a group and in monitoring its flow in the communicativa encounter.
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Group work should become a daily activity of the librarian in order

to improve his professicaal helpfulness not only to groups but also

to the individual. As important as the group maintenance and task
roles are, there are others which combine these skills. The follow-
ing leadership roles are most often practiced initially by a designated

leader until various participants can undertakE, them:

EVALUATING: submitting group decisions or accomplishments
to comparison with group standards, measuring accomplish-
ments against goals.

DIAGNOSING: determining sources of difficulties, appro-
priate steps to take next and analyzing the main blocks

to progress.

TESTING FOR CONSENSUS: tentatively acking for group
opinions in order to find out whether the group is nearing
consensus on a decision or sending up trial balloons to
test group opinions.

MEDIATING: harmonizing, conciliating differences in points
of view, making compromise solutions.

RELIEVIDG TENSION: draining off negative feeling by jesting
or pouring oil on troubled waters, or by putting a tr-nase
situation in wider context.

A simple failure to lis-zen is a frequent cause of misunderstanding
in any encounter group. People get so preoccupied by their own thoughts,
02 by what they want to say next, that they really do not pay attention
to the person who is talking. The leader can help by paying close
attention himself thus presenting a good model for thr: others, and by
pointing out the difficulty when one person begins to answer what

another has not said.

Probably the greatest difficulty in communication, though, is

simply the language we speak. It is a rich language, but its very

richness means that it is full of double meanings, subtle meanings, and

emotional over tones. Unfortunately, people tend to feel that txle words

they use have fixed meanings which are the same for everybody. But the

meaning which people attach to such words as "worker" or "employer", for

example, depend a great deal on their own individual experience with the

reality signified by words, i.e. the contextual referent.

The leader can help in clfarifying apparent or real conflict in

the group by making certain that the words people use have the

same general meaning for everyone in the group. He should not hesi-

tate to question a group member to find out what he really means, or

to ask him to explain more concretely if there is any doubt as to
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his meaning. This is a fairly simple prescription for a complicated

problem. The difficulty lies not in knowing what to do but In knawing

when it needs to be done.

The English language permits us to move from very concrete ob-

jects (that cow named Bessie) to livestock, to farm assets, to wealth.
Sometlmes we get so abstract that we can carry on a fine discussion

about a word like "freedom' without even knowing what kind of "free-
dom" everyone has in mind. Do we mean freedom from stone walls and

bars? Or freedom to start a business and run it without interference?

Or the freedom of anyone to buy a five million dollar newspaper? Or,

the freedom of everyone including millionaireE, to sleep on park

benches.

One of the constant tasks of the discussion leader is to clarify,

to be alert to statements that seem meaningless, confused, off the

point, or ambiguous. A common symptom of fuzziness can be recognized
when two or three people, one after -.de other, say essentially the
same thing, in a way that indicatos that they are unaware that it has
already been said. This may merely ,ncpress the desire to get into

the act, but it may also indicate a failure to listen or a continu-

ous failure to have points made clear and understandable.

The leader may try to help, in these cases, by ,restating what the

person has said, or by pointing out similarities in a number of state-

ments and suggesting what is common to them. But, there is a danger

lurking in such a procedure. Be careful that you do not put ideas
into other people's heads. If you are not sure that you have caught
the essence of a confusing statement, ask tha person. to clarify in-
stead. of trying to state it in your own terms.

Many peqlle have difficulty in communicating to one another when
their basic values, what they think is good ar bad, and right or

wrong, are sharply different. When values are held emotionally, and
are bound to feelings, people may beame defensive as their values
are questioned or challenged. Keeping the discussion on a relatively
Objective level becomes very difficult. It is important for the
leader to recognize value conflicts and urge the group to e:.:-.amine the

consequences of holding the various values under question, rather than
continuing to state and restate tnem. When the group's difficulty ,

seems to involve a problem of communication, it may be that:

People are not paying attention to what is being said.

They may be using the same words to mean different things.

TI-ey may be applying tne same abstract tern to diffe,..ent

realities.

o
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They nay not be making themselves clear.

There may be a fundamental difference in the
values they hold.

Demonstration Discussion:

This demonstration will consist of two separate discussions, led

by the trainer. One of them is designed to dramatize the difficulty
of listening well enough to really understand rieople. The second is
intended to demonstrace the need of using abstractions carefully.

Th., material for the encounter activity in this sess involves

a question of fundament-21 values, a question on which people have
very different feelings. Discussing a problem involving value judge-
ments will provide experience for the group in handling some of the
communication difficulties which are likely to -rise out of differences

in attitude. Discussion which gets down to the level of basic values
will give the whole group an opportunity to practice clear thinking.

Listen carefully, and ask members to clarify their meaning
when it is not clear whet meaning is intended. For example, the
questions of an advocacy roue for the branch librarian or of lay con-
trol of the branches should illustrate very well the tendency to be
literally "deaf" to what other people are saying, because one is so
busy preparing a reply or preoccupied with his own line of thought.
Probably half of the complaints which discussion leaders have about
a discussion "not getting anywhere", or "being so confused", would
vanish if people really paid attention to one another.

This demonstratim is a game to dramatize that one of the major
sources of (-communication difficulty is a fai:).ure to listen carefully
enough to what other people are saying. Although the rules of the
game--restating in your own words what the previous person speaking
has said before yeu can say anything--is likely to make the discussion
cumbersome and will slow it down considerably, the device has dramatic

learning value.

For this discussion the group is to play a game, vhich has only
one rule: Before any member of the group can make a statement or ask
a question, he must first state, in his own words, the pcint made by
the person who spoke befc.,e him, to that person's satisfaction. Ten
minutes of discussion should be sufficient to make the 'Joint. Unless
the group is eager to continue, discussion should probably be cut at
this time to prevent undue frustration:
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How helpful do you think this exercise was in
aiding you to understand one another?

Is there any way in which this kind of experience
might be applied to ycur 7wn group to improve
communication?

This part oi the session is designed to demonstrate, that if
sufficient care is taken during a discussion to seek clarification of
abstractions, communication among the group may be considerably en-

hanced. Webster defines "abstract" as "used without reference to a
thinEt or things; expressing a quality apart from any object; general
as opposed to particular."

The danger of such abstract terms as "advocacy" is not that they
are abstract, but that they are often not explained by the events or
things in the real world to which they rcIPer. The following ex-
change helps to isolate and examine same of the difficulties which
commonly arise from discussing abstractions. For example:

What Jo you mean by advocacy?
Advocacy means the preservatic,a of human rights.
What do you mean by right
By rights I mean those privilec%es God jrants all of us--

I mean man's inherent privileges.
Such as?
Liberty, for example..
What do you mean by liberty?
Religious and political freedom.
And what does that mean?
Religious and political freedom is what e have when

Jibrarians work as advocates for people.

The job of the observer during this discussion is to make sure

that the group is not operating with abstractions which mean different
things to different members of the group. He is to backs+op the leader,
to make sure that this coursc of misunderstanding, at least, is con-

stantly clarified. The directions for t'roa observer included:

Interrupt and ask for concrete examples of all abstract
terms, such as "needs of society", "advocacy", when they
seem to be creating problems or misunderstanding. Make
sure that the group is certain about the particulars of
the abstractions they are dealing with.

A.C4,),_, 4- 75
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If people are talking on what seems to be different levels of

abstraction, suggest that the leader find out whether this is

true, and whether he can get the group to agree on precisely
what they are talking about.

During the encounter the observer for the group will assist the

leader by acting as a "backstop". As an observer, his job will be to

watch for abstract terms which are causing, or might cause, confusion.

He will have the authority to break into the discussion at any Doint

and ask people to make clear the meaning of abstractions they are

using After the discussion session, the following questions may be

raised for analysis:

how helpful to the discussion was the observer?

What application might this kind of vigilance have

to your own groups?
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OBSERVATION SIPEhi

1. Members paid attention to what others were saying

always
frequently
s omet imes

rarely
never

Members understood one another

fairly well
very little
not at all

3. During the practice discussion

members usually were talking on the same levels of

abstraction
members were frequently talking on very different levels of

abstraction
the level of abstraction varied considerably

4. The leader

usually brought the group back to a consideration of ab-
stractions by asking for a definition of terms used
made little, rx no, effort to clarify abstractions
tried to clarify abstractions but was nct very suc-essful
did very little in this regard, but members of the group

called for clarification of abstractions.

5. This practice discussion

was more clear-cut end there was less fuzziness and lack
of understanding than in previous discussions
Vas less clear-cut and more fuzzy than preW:7)us discussions

was just about the same

6. During the practice discussion what proportion of time WBS

spent

on "work" aspects
on "i!on.,,woi-k" aspects

How did this compac to the previous session?
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7. If there were times when the group did not work well, what may
have been the reason?

were fighting over irrelevancies
were being sociable, joking, etc.
got off on irrelevant personal experiences
were frustrated

8. Members participated in ways which helped make the discussion
productive

by encouraging other merabers to contribute
by calling attention to points of agreement and disagreement
by summarizing
by attempting to clarify
by introducing new points for consideration
py bringing the group back to the subject
by trying to resolve conflicts
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STRATEGY

What Can Be Done to Clarify THINKING and To Stimu-

late More Effective Communicative Strate ies?

Conflict can exist at any one oi several levels. It is helpful for

the leader to try to identify these levels during the encounter. A

conflict may be on the superficial level of opinion or attitude. It

may be on the level of evidence, or the meaning of facts which support

the differing opinions. It may be on the deeper level of values or pre-

ferences. One difficulty to watch for occurs when a group operates

at the same time on various different levels and is unaware of doing so.

One person may be arguing that democracy is a wonderful thing, another

person that democracy will not work.

Leader must understand the extent to which the phrasing of questions

and the sequence of questions will determine the kind and level of

interaction, and must plan questions in accord with his strategy for

discussion. How do questions move discussion from opinions to under-

lying values and principles?

Leader must be prepared, and able to probe behind the statements of

group members to determine the principles and values underlying the

statements. The leader also must probe behind apparent areas of

agreement (and disagreemant) to determine the extent to which real

agreement or disagreement actually does exist.

The purpose of this session is to make clear the relationship between

the opinions people express and the principles from which they reason.

In order to do this it is necessary to continually probe beyond opinions

or conclusions to premises or reasons and still further to the principles

upon which these premises are grounded. The manner in which the selec-

tion and sequence of questions can be used to clarify group thinking

should be discussed. The hypothetical question selected for the demon-

stration should make it easier to uncover these starting principles.

Since the group may not see the sense in discussing a question which

has no reality basis, it :Ls Important to point out the value of hy-

pothetical questions: they are one way of getting people to examine dif-

ferent alternatives and the consequences of each, without having to assess

the validity of facts.

Much group activity gets into trouble right at the beginning by

ignoring the need to locate precisely what issue it is they are talking

about. If the discussion is about the adequacy of United States

foreign policy, for example, there is not much sense in retreating be-

hind the usual positions and arguing away.
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The problem of sti.ategy is half solved when this first step has been

given enough attention, because there can be nothing quite so confusing

as to talk about a number of overlapping issues as though they were the

same. Once the group agrees on the issue it is discussing, the problem

becomes one of exploring differing opinions. At this point conflict can

be expected. Whether the conflict is translated into a constructive

learning experience or deteriorates into a snarl of personal antagonisms

will depend to a great extent on the quickness and skill of the leader.

The group needs first to determine:

Whether it is useful to discuss what appear to be the basic assump-

tions behind present policies, or some specific examples of the

application of policy.

If the former, what criteria should be used to judge the assumptions,

and in what sequence should they be discussed?

If the latter, what specific case can be accepted by the group as a

typical one?

Conflict generally starts at the level of opinion with members of the

group stating widely different points of view. The most common problem

is that of starting with conclusions. One person may state that we

should relax our trade barriers with the Soviet Union. Another may be

convinced that such a course is unwise. If the reasons which support

each opinion are not stated with the opinion, they must be asked for.

If each person is forced to state his position fully (and given a

chance to do so) the group can then assess how reasonable the positions

are.

Two generally encountered blind alleys are arguing about facts and

arguing about values. It is not very useful to argue about facts. Yet

people spend a wearisome amount of time doing it. If people emerged from

a subway station and began to argue about whether they were at 45th

Street or 50th Street, we would consider them idots for not looking up

to read the street sign. One can discuss the significance of a fact,

or whether it makes any difference, or its possible meaning. But if

the fact itself is in question, one caa only agree on a way of finding

out whether it is correct or not, or agree that its correctness cannot

be determined.

Values are a different problem. Values are personal preferences.

They range from minor tastes to beliefs in a certain concept of God,

from a minor irritation with the man who doesn't open doors for a

woman to a determination to destroy anyone who believes in a different
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STRATEGY

What Can Be Done to Clarify THINKING and To Stimu-

late More Effective Communicative Strategilts?

Conflict can exist al: any one of several levels. It is helpful for

the leader to try to identify these levels during the encounter. A

conflict nay be on the superficial level of opinion or attitude. It

may be on the level of evidence, or the mcaning of facts which support

the differing opinions. It may be cn the deeper lev-,L of values or pre-

ferences. One difficulty to watch ior occurs when a group operates

at the same time on various different levels and is unaware of doing so.

One person may be arguing that democracy is a wonderful thing, another

person that demncracy will not work.

Leader must understand the extent to which the phrasing of questions

and the sequence of questions will determine the kind and level of

interaction, and must plan questions in accord with his strategy for

discussion. How do questions move discussion from opinions to under-

lying values and principles?

Leader must be prepared, and able to probe behind the statements of

group members to determine the principles and values underlying the

statements. The leader also must probe behind apparent areas of

agreement (and disagreement) to determine the extent to which real

agreement or disagreement actually does exist.

The purpose of this session is to make clear the relationship between

the opinions people express and the principles from which they reason.

In order to do this it is necessary to continually p robe beyond opinions

or conclusions to premises or reasons and still further to the principles

upon which these premises are grounded. The manner in which the selec-

tion and sequence of questions can be used to clarify group thinking

should be discussed. The hypothetical question selected for the demon-

stration should make it easier to uncover these starting principles.

Since the group may not see the sense in discussing a question which

has no reality basis, it is important to point out the value of hy-

pothetical questions: they are one way of getting people to examine dif-

ferent alternatives and the consequences of each, without having to assess

the validity of facts.

Much group activity gets into trouble right at the beginning by

ignoring the need to locate precisely what issue it is they are talking

about. If the discussion is about the adequacy of United States

foreign policy, for example, there is not much sense in retreating be-

hind the usual positions and arguing away.

:
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The problem of strategy is half solved when this first step has been

given enough attention, because there can be nothing quite so confusing

as to talk about a number of overlapping issues as though they were the

same. Once the group agrees on the issue it is discussing, the problem

becomes one of exploring differing opinions. At this point conflict can

be expected. Whether the conflict is translated into a constructive

learning experience or deteriorates into a snarl of personal antagonisms

will depend to a great extent on the quickness and skill of the leader.

The group needs 2irst to determine:

Whether it is useful to discuss what appear to be the basic assump-

tions behind present policies, or some specific examples of the

application of policy.

If the forNer, what criteria should be used to judge the assumptions,

and in what sequence should they be discussed?

If the latter, what specific case can be accepted by the group as a

typical one?

Conflict generally starts at the level of opinion 7ith members of the

group stating widely different points of view. The most common problem

is that of starting with conclusions. One person nay state that we

should relax our trade barriern with the Soviet Union. Another may be

convinced that such a course 1.,; unwise. If the reasons which support

each opinion are not stated with the opinion, they must be asked for.

If each person is forced to state his position fully (and given a

chance to do so) the group can then assess how re -onable the positions

are.

Two generally encountered blind alleys are arf ig about facts and

arguing about values. It is not very useful to gue about facts. Yet

people spend a wearisome amount of time doing it If people emerged from

a subway station and began to argue about whethe they were at 45th

Street or 59th Street, we would consider them id )ts for not looking up

to read the street sign. One can discuss the significance of a fact,

or whether it makes any difference, or its possible meaning. But if

the fact itself is in que8tion, one can only agree on a way of finding

out whether it is correct or not, or agree that its correctness cannot

be determined.

Values are a different probiem. Values are personal preferences.
They range from minor tastes to beliefs in a certain concept of God,

from a minor irritation with the man who doesn't open doors for a

woman to a determination to destroy anyone who believes in a different
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kind of social order. An argument about whether our schools are doing

a good job, for instance, might dissolve very quickly into conflicts
of value about whether education ought to train peoples' minds, or prepare

them for the useful and practical tasks of life.

Values present problems for group activity. There is a very little

to be gained by arguing about preferences. Peoples' values can change

in a group situation, but only when the group can agree on a standard to

which it can apply pressure to conform. We catch most of our values

when we are very young, and from people who are very tmportant to us

emotionally. While it is not very useful to argue about values, it is

highly desirable to think through their consequences. If you like green

apples, it is useful to know that stomach anhes sometimes follow the

eating of green apples.

It is important for other reasons that people know and understand the

wide range of values which exist around them. It may not change their

own beliefs, but in a complex civilization like ours it exerts a calming

influence and often represents the difference between a naive and a

sophisticated view of the world.

By his selection of a question for discussion and the sequence in which

these questions are asked, the leader can predetermine the kind of dis-

,:ussion which will follow. He can by choice of question determine whether

the discussion will deal with an examination of facts, with an inter-

change about values, or with a free-wheeling analysis of the opinions

held by the group. By the sequence of questions he can also decide

whether discussion will move from facts to values and then to opinions

which grow out of these values; or whether, in reverse, discussion will

start at the point of opinions and then push back to values and facts

underlying those opinions.

Although it is true that by his selection and phrasing of questions

the leader can do much to determine the direction of the discussion, he

must also reckon with the desires of the group. He may well decide

that he wants to move discussion from opinions back to values and facts

but the group might decide that they first want to discuss facts. If

they have been meeting together for some time they may well take the

discussion away from the leader.

Consequently, the leader should discuss with the group his plan of

action and his strategy of discussion. In many cases it is wise for the

leader to point out that he plans to move from facts to opinions or vice

versa, and to sound out the group on their agreement to the procedure.

If, for good reason the group disagrees and wishes to reverse the

4..11 63
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procedure, it will be better to move with the group rather than have
the leader and group work at cross-purposes. The following principles
should be considered in phrasing questions:

Before the e.iscussion is started, decide what the strategy of the
discussion should be. Should it concern itself primarily with
opinions, with values or with facts? Should it move from one level
to another, and in what direction?

Havi_.,g decided on the basic strategy for the discussion, select
the questions to be included as well as the sequence of the questions.

Test each question to make sta.:, that it really does deal with only
one level and that the participants know what kind of discussion
is called for. Avoid questions which are fuzzy and which permit
each member of the group to place his awn interpretation on the
kind of discussion to be raised.

Make sure that the questions are not
pretermined.answer built into them.
that widely differing points of view
or values) are called for; and that,
judgments are not already made as to
acceptable.

"loaded." There should be no
Test the question to ensure
(if it relates to opinions
by the phrasing of the question
what values and opinions are

In questions which attempt to get at facts, be sure that the kinds
of facts are made clear. Do not suggest the answer in the ques-
tion, but do state very clearly in what area or areas answers are
desired.

In selecting questions, the leader or any participant cen move in
two directions: either from facts and values to opinions; or from
opinions back to the values and facts on which the opinions are based.
If you start at opinions, however, there is very little that is truly
educative if you don't help to move the group back to consideration of
underlying facts,and values (uniessTou.areserely,conducting a public

opinion poll).

Demonstration Discussion:

This demonstration aims to reveal, as quickly and completely as

possible, the roots of principle below the surface of opinion. Every-

one has opinions and draws conclusions about the world. Many of the
things he forms opinions about he has had little experience with. How

does he form them then? Sometimes he takes another's word--the colum-
nist, the radio newscaster, the weekly magazine, or Joe the bartender

at the cornel tavern.
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Very often, man makes up his mind, consciously or not, by appeal
to some principle which he has accepted long age. To take a very
simple case: a prim librarian upbraiding a child at the circulation
desk. The sympathy of the bystander will be with the child because at
least two common principles vaF-ely recognized by most Americans have
come into play--sympathy for the "underdog" and "fair play." Suppose the
boy has just visciously hit a small girl over the head with a book? The
bystander does not know, and usually he does not care to find out.

On a more complicated level, for example, of the good and bad in art
or in public issues, the principle is less visible to the person who
holds it. One who says, "I don't know anything about art, but I know
what I like," generally has a principle lurking somewhere which he uses
to judge what he likes. It may be something like "Good art reflects a
recognizable and real world" or "Good art has a little sentiment to it";
but it is an artistic principle just the same.

It is a good indication that underlying principles are operating
in, iscussion when all sides seem to have an equally valid set of
facts to back up their opinions. Members of the group can then hurl the
facts at one another for a considerable period of time without getting
down to the real root of the issue. This is precisely why the following
discussion question provided for the demonstration is an unreal, or
hypothetical one. There are no facts to dispute at all and therefore,
if there are differing opinions on the question, the group will have
to differ on the level of principles to which they appeal.

Whether or not people believe that right and wrong are valid con-
cepts on a desert island depends on the p-,:inciples from which they de-
rive their values. Conflicting points of view, in order to be fully
understood, must be analyzed in terms of the principles to which they
appeal. For example, a person arguing that right and wrong are meaning-
less in isolation from society is appealing to the principle of social
convention. An individual who maintains that right and wrong are valid
concepts independent of time, place, and persons is appealing to ab-
solute moral standards. People who express the same views, as well as
those whose viows conflict, may be appealing to different principles.

The group, for instance, may agree that right and wrong are only
relative terms; some on the grounds that survival justifies what
ordinarily might be considered wrong (principle of survival), others
because they feel that right and wrong have different meanings to people
depending on their particular orientation and experience (principle of
individual differences). The purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate

(LI a 6 5
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the relationlbetween the points of view people express and the principles
to which they are appealing. It is essential to keep pushing back from
opinions or conclusions to principles. Once these are made clear, the
basis for judgments can be understood and the bare bones of the argument
analyzed.

If the above question about right and wrong seems irrelevant to the
purposes of library group activity, the Lstters to the editor selection
in almost any issue of American Libraries will yield many questions which
are just as hypothetical. The following questions may be used for analy-
sis of the discussion and the observer's report:

What were the principles involved in the different points of view
on the question?

Did different principles always lead to different conclusions?

13 there any value in pushing back to principles when people ex-
press the same conclusion?

What conflicting principles were evident in the group? .How were
these differences handled by the leader and group? (Make sure that
the discussion does not remain on the level of opinion but keeps
pushing back to principles.)
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OBSERVATION SHEET

1. During the practice discussion

did the leader attempt to clarify the major issue for
discussion?

did the group share in the attempt to clarify the issue?

this function was not performed adequately by either.

2. To what extent did

the leader attempt to arrive at a definition of the terms used

in the discussion?

the members assist in .securing such definitions?

neither assist in this role?

3. Members understood one another

very well very little

fairly well not at all

4. Members drew out one another and asked questions to clarify the con-

tributions of others

always rarely

frequently never

sometimes
W.MMI.M11.1NyiNS,

5. Attempts were made to clarify ideas and thinking by probing fOr

reasons behind opinions

always -never

frequently by members

sometimes by leader

rarely
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6. Attempts were made to examine the thinking which people used to jus-

tify their opinions

always never

frequently by members

sometimes by leader

rarely

7. Evidence c1tt..2 4-0 support members' opiains was examined

always never

frequently by m.s.irs

sometimes by leader

rarely

8. Were the questions ac used by the leader

such that they clarified the area of discussion?

such that the group was in doubt about the major issues for

discussion?

9. As fax as the sequence of questions is concerned

did they push'the diSdussion fram opinions back to facts and

vAlues?

_ did they move the discussion from facts and values.on to

opinions?

was the direction of the discussion appropriate for the sub-

ject being discussed?

1 . Most of the talking was done by .

group as a whole

a few members

the leader

Was there less general participation in this session than in previous

ones?

If there was any change in the amount of participation to what do you

attribute it?
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TACTICS

WHAT Can Be Done to Make Discussions More LOGI-
CAL and To Eliminate Fallacies of Reasoning?

Tactics or the process of reasoning has been studied for severel
thousands of years and a great deal of thinking about thinking has
socumulated. This is not a treatise in logic, although the interested
discussion leader will find the principles of logic helpful. BrieflY
described below are some of the more common errors which confuse en-

counter and debate and which the leader can learn through experience to
avoid.

Leader has a difficult, but important responsibility for stimulat-
ing logical and intelligent reasoning. Leader must be aware of,
and point out faulty reasoning such as those which occur in moving
from facts to conclusions and from priciples to opinions.

Leader and group members must understand basic principles of logic
as applied to discussion.

Leader must be able 4o illustrate the manner in which individual
differences and varying backgrounds of group members bring about
differing interpretations and conclusions from identical facts and

data.

One of that proceedings in law are so complex is that

the courts ^f Jong and honorable tre'tion, insist on paying
close attentlou uo the nature of every piece of,evidence which is
admitted to consideration. Such care is mainly for the protection of

the individual under charge. Opinions or ideas offered in a disc-is-
sion should not be convicted or acquitted either, without a careful
look at the evidence on which they are based. Watch for whether:

Facts offered justify:the conclusion pr are insufficient or ir-
relevant.

Ube of an authority as evidence is justified by the qualifications
of the authority. Is he in a position to know or interpret the
facts by reason of background, knowledge, or experience? Does
he have a special interest, concealed or open? Is his statement
supported by evidence or based only on opinion?

Examples offered as evidence are valid in terms of their rep-
resentativeness (one sample of almost anything is meaningless),
and their relation to the issue under discussion.
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Most conclusions and opinions are based on underlying premises,
which are often tmperfectly stated and can easily lead to confusion.
For example, a person who is opposed to the giving of foreign aid by
the United States may well deflect discussion off onto the question
whether inflation lowers the standard of living. It is remarkable
how often a group will permit itself to be diverted onto such a
tangent. What it really ought to be looking at is the question of
whether foreign aid will cause inflation, which was the original
person's unvoiced premise. Watch out for:

Giving of an opinion without reasons to support it. There is
otherwise no basis for forming a judgment.

Ready and unaminous agreement on a controversial issue. It

is easy to agree on conclusions for significantly different
reasons.

Logic is not concerned with the truth of statements; it is con-
cerned with whether they relate consistently to one another. Many
people would be surprised if they know how often they used the often
they use the syllogism. The critic of a political appoIntee who
says that: "Smith, like all Communists, believes in desegregation.
Therefore, he is a Communists," is using a syllogism, although a
faulty one:

All Communists believe in desegregation.
Smith believes in desegregation.
Therefore Smith is a Communist.

In the syllogism there is always a major premise or general
proposition, a minor premise or particular case, and a conclusion or
inference drawn from the relationship between these two. What would
make this correct as a syllogism? If the major premise were to be
changed to "Only Communists believe in desegregation," the conclusion
would logically follow. However, that it is only logically true.
Its truth depends on an ability to prove both the minor and the major
premise.

Logic always says, IF such-and-such is true, MEN something or
other follows. It works the other way around, too. Instead of
starting with a general proposition, as above, one can start with
particular cases and try to generalize from them in an attempt to
establish a general law. This process, called induction, is sub-
ject to many errors although it has proved a valuable way of pro-
ceeding for both the physical and social sciences. It is also the
process which people misuse when they say things like: "A Jew shoved
me in the bus today° Aren't they the most awful people!"
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Conclusions may be "valid" because they correctly follow from a
general proposition. But they might not be correct if the
general proposition itself is false.

Generalizations may be based ou questionable Or incomplete data.

Whenever you use a familiar image or experience to explain
another more difficult idea, you make the assumption that the two
things are alike enough to enable you to transfer meaning from one
to the other. For example, Carlyle's argument against representative
government points out that government is bound to fail because a
ship could never be taken around Cape Horn if the captain were ob-
liged to consult the crew every time before changing course.

Even if the generalization is true (that the sharing of power in-
volves a lack of efficiency), the obvious difference between a ship
and a government are so great that caution is necessary. It would be
simpler to make-the argument without using the analogy. One can make
a case for denying the use of analogy in discussion. Analogies can
mislead but they can also be a powerful stimulant to imaginative
thought. Perhaps it is enough to consider the following cautions in
the use of analogy as to whether:

The two circumstances compared are really similar.

The analogy disregards fundamental differences and stresses only
superficial points of similarity.

A general rule is based on an analogy from a single example.

Someone has pointed out that there is a close S4'4"t4 relation-
ship between the salaries of Presbyterian ministel _lusetts
and the price of rum in Havana. Does the one cause the other? Lots
of things vary in the same direction and at the same time, but there
need not be any causal relationship between them. The leader needs
to be tough about this element of the discussion by raising a ques-
tion, whenever a group member does not, about any blandy stated
causal connection as to whether:

- the aaserted cauSal COnneetion Can be really deMonstrated.

The Cause'ia suf2icient to'produce the effect. The 'export of Po-
tatOes from Naine can actually have.very little to_do with the
TreqUeney-of 1-37bomb:tests.-

The..re are other fecors operating which might be a more im-
portant c6use than the asserted one.
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To help group deliberation, the leader at various times may have
to make sure that paople distinguish between fact and opinion in the
arguments advanced, as well as the following cautions:

Opinions are neither accepted nor dismissed without careful
consideration of the reliability of the evidence, and the logic
or illogic of the reasoning.

People should state all the premises from which they are arguing.

Analogies are used and weighed with caution.

Cause and effect relationships stated or impliPd are examined
critically.

The group continues to push back to causes.

Each point of agreement aLd disagreeme.it is noted and clarified
as the discussion moves along.

DPmonstration Distussion:

This is an exercise in the difficully of reaching group agreement
on conclusions even when the group starL out wlth the same data.
It is also an exercise in making a conscious effort to limit conclu-
sions to the data given. This is not a test of inferential reasoning
ability. It is an opportunity to examine reasoning processes operat-
ing in the group. It is essential to stress the need for giving
reasons so that reasoning can be examined.

Let us suppose that the IF statement involved in a process of
reasoning is only a guess, or an assumption. FCT example, "The
public library is probably preparing to take over all information
sources in the community. IF this is true, THEN the community agen-
cies should take the following steps..." In this case you are in
double trouble. You must be careful that the conclusions you'come
to in the final part of the sentence are consistent with ytur assump-
tion. The truth of the entire statement depends on your ability to
prove the original assumption, the IF part of the proposition.

However great the difficulty, reasoning very often must proceed
from assumptions which are not subject to immediate investigation or
proof. The reasoning process is somewhat clearer, though, if the
basis for the reasoning is an indisputable fact. The question of how
valid the original assumption is does not then arise. That is why
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the material for the following demonstration discussion can be drawn

from an easily verified source. The group, without argument can

accept the graph given as true. It can squarely face any difference
in the conclusions drawn from the graph as due to differences in the

way members of the group are reasoning.

The exercise should also emphasize the importance of sticking to
precise data withaLt bringing in what seems to be relevant personal

experience which may actually serve to lead the group astray. The

material below is set up so as to permit each member of the group to

do a series of interpretations of the data given. Mark each of the

statements which follow the graph with one of the five possible judg-

ments provided.

"En deciding which statement to mark, base your judgment only on
the actual data which is contained in the chart. Also read the state-

ment carefully to determine whether the da'cl in the chart will sup-

port the chosen statement completely. Remember that this exercise
does not involve guesswork nor informed predictions, but rather a
decision based on reasonable inference from factual data available
to you in the chart.
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The graph below gives some data about hourly wages in the

automotive industry and the average cost of automobiles per

pound. Some additional Information is given below the graph.
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Hourly Wages are given for the years after

of the hourly wage of 1925. .

aS Ilerent

The price per pound of cars is given for the years after 1925

as percents of the price per pound in 1925.

Instructions for Marking the Statements are given below. The data

given in this graph are :

T - sufficient to make the statement true.

PT - sufficient to indicate that the statement is probably true.

I.- not sufficient to indicate whether there is any degree of

truth or falsity in the statement.

PF - sufficient to indicate that the statement is probably false.

F - sufficient to make the statement false.
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Statements:

1. From 1934 to 1937 hourly wages increased while car prices per

pound remained about the same.

2. In the airplane industry the relation of hourly wages and the

price per pcund of the finished products has been similar to

that of the automobile industry.

3. Hourly wages will be higher in 1940 than in 1933.

4. The automobile industry made less profit in 1937 than in

1925.

5. Hourly wages were higher in 1924 than in 1937.

6. Hourly wages decreased each year from 1925 to 1933.

7. The total earnings per worker for the year 1937 were higher

than for the year 1925.

8. The automobile manufacturers raised hourly wages in order

to enable their employees to buy more goods.

9. During the period shown on the chart car prices per pound

and hourly wages reached their lowest inoint in the same

year.

10. The ave J.Ld rce of cars was iligher in 1925 than in

1937.

Some soteral problems of drawing conclusions from given f&n:ts and

assessing-the reliability of the evidence on which conclusioms m'e

based, fqxm the material for this session. The important com.op- s to

be "lommumicated are the need to examine the scandness of the -'eatIonrig

whi4:11 involves finding out why people think as they do, and tne need

to cinestion the reliability of the facts or information cited in

sugpowt of an opinion in order to determine how valid the optmicm or

conclusion is.

late material for this discussion has provided an opportunftu for

the group to practice the skill of reasoning within a fairly -114\llited

framework so that the steps can be easily seen. The followi,a7

quesm.ions -may be used for analysis and discussion:

Ifspc:Tt how you myrked each of the items listed under "StELernents".

En any case Ythere members of the group marked an item dtferently,
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discuss the reasoning prouess whereby the judgments were made.

How much agreement wns there among the group?

What kinds of reasoning prOblems seemed to account for differences
of opinion?

Did the group experience any difficulty in sticking to the data
in making judgments? If so, whyl
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OBSERVATION SHEET

1. During the practice discussion did any of the following situations

occur?

Controversial issues were readily agreed to without any

testing of the basis for concensus.

Opinions were frequently given without any testing of

the reasons to support the opinions.

Were any conclusions arrived at by the group unjustified

in terms of the facts and data presented?

Were examples and authorities which were cited to provide

evidence for arugments or points of view valid and

reliable?

2. In situations such es those stated above

Did the leader make any conscious attempts to overcome

or test the fallacies in reasoning?

To what extent wss he successful?

How might he have been more effective?

Did group members help to eliminate instances of false

reasoning?

3. Were there any instances during the discussion where

Analogies were used effectively?

Analogies were used fallaciouslyl

Causal relationships were used correctly?

Causal relationships were used fallaciously?

4. To what extent did the group concentrate its efforts on the

assigned discussion tesk2

Were et work most of the time

Worked, but some tine spent in talking about other things

Spent a good deal of time on other things

1.4

77
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5. Most of the talking was done by

Group as a whole

A few members
;

The leader

6. Members participated in ways which helped make the discussion

productive

by encouraging other members to contribute

by calling attention to points of agreement or disagreement

by summarizing

by attempting to caarify

by introducing ma0;* points for consideration

by 1,ringing the group back to the subject

by trying to resolve conflicts

7. Members paid attention to what others were saying

always

frequently

sometimes

rarelzi

never

8. Metbers understood one another

very well

fairly well

very little

not at all

78



9. Members drew out one another and asked questions to clarify
contributions of cthers

always

frequently

sometimes

rarelY

never

10. Attempts were made to clarify ideas and thinking by probing for
reasons behind opinions

always

frequently

sometimes

rarely

never

by members

by leader

11. Attempts we.re made to examine the thinking Which people used to

justify their opinions

always

frequently

sometimes

rarely

never

by members

by leader

79
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SECTION THREE

Evaluation as .the "final" component of,the group
-process is esSential.to improve _participants understanding

of group dynamics,.the factor-s whicK'Contribute to effective
particiPation, and coMmunication as well aS creative and

critical thinking. EvaluatiOn
.
as a 'term ilas Peen widely used

and oftenrather loosely, This is understandable since there
are a number of drfferent kind§ of evaluation which can be

used fOr different purposes.

,

The general purpose"of librarian sponsored group activity

is coMmunicative. CommuniCation is a process Whereby desired
changes are induced.in th'e behavior of Individuals and partici-

pants in groups. Changes in behavior include changes in

thinkingt, feeling and acting., in group activity the objectives

and goals', relate to desired behavioral changes in the individuals

who.participate,. These §oals'include"tbe. Participatory skills

:of -the .Social gamei; the ability 'to read,- took and listen, and

an.underitanding of crea,tive anCcritiCal'thinkin§':aslapplied, to

'the social function of each partreipant''
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PLANNING AND EVALUATION

WEAT can be Done to PLAN Local Programs and

to IMPROVE the Program?

The proof of program development, training and evaluation can be
made only in terms of what librarians actually do when they organize
and operate group programs. Realistic evaluation will be in terms of
how they go about organizing and setting up a program, how they select
materials and questions within the program, how they create a climate
which permits participation and discussion and how they are able to
move discussion toward more effective communication reasoning.

The purpose of this "last" evaluation is to help the librarian
build a bridge fram a training or "theoretical" situation to the very
practical and realistic one which confronts any librarian actually
ready to start setting up a mini-institute. It is up to each librarian
to consider the situation in his community, the groups that he can
work with, the materials which are available, and then to decide what
materials he wants to bring together with what ways.

There are no formulae to use in this Process. No one person has
an answer which will serve equally well for all leaders and for all
communities. There are, however, certain steps which must be gone
through before you can get a program under way. Up to now we have
been talking about what to do and how to do it once the program begins.
Now we must turn our attention to the preliminaries: how to gather a
group and prepare them for the first meeting. This is neither a demon-
stration nor a practice discussion. This is a discussion for the pur-
pose of planning and making decisions and for comparing notes about
plans and decisions.

To facilitate this discussion, a series of questions are presented
which parallel the required steps in organizing a program. Each librar-
ian is asked to review these questions and to answer them in terms of
hiw own situation and plans for the future. After each librarian has
recorded his awn answers they will be discussed by the entire group so
that everyone has a better picture of where we go fram here. The
following questions may be useful for analysis and planning:

What are the first steps you would take in setting up
a group for the program?

Do you know of any groups that are already organized who
might be interested? Who are they?
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If you do not know of already organized groups, where

would you start to recruit members for a group?

In trying to set up a program, either through an already

existing group or through contacts with individuals, what

would you emphasize primarily in terms of stimulating

interest in the program?

What do you think about the various general methods which

have been suggested for recruiting participants, e._g.

lay control, the coffee house facility, the street librarian?

Where do you think you will plan to hold your program:

private home, library, or elsewhere? Why?

What aids will you want in getting your program organized

and under way? (materials, consultant, brochures, lists,

etc.)

To arrive at a definition of evaluation, it is necessary to re-

late evaluation to the purposes of group activity in the library as

well as in relation to community development. Nor is it possible to

ignore the work of the librarian to the individual. Actually, it is

necessary to take a systems analysis approach to the public serviCes

of libraries.

In order to increase the sensitivity of the leader and group

members to the degree to which program goals are being accomplished,

the leader must use a variety of devices to evaluate the program during

its progress. It is important to understand the use of observation by

group members, reaction sheets, observation sheets and the more in-

formal evaluative and feedback techniques as a continuing means of

keeping the program on track and achieving its major goals. The ele-

ments of mature group encounter include:

Emotional climate--create a natural, informal atmosphere.

Physical setting--all group members should be able to

see and hear each other.

Individualityeach person does his own thinking.

Careful listening--so as to understand the other

person's point of view.

Shared participation--everyone has a chance to participate.
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Reading, viewing, listening--preparation on the topic by
all members of the group.

Understandinggood communication among all members.

Friendly disagreement--group members explain proposals,
rather than argue.

Learningemphasis is on effective individual and corporate
understanding.

Accamplishmenth4 mra=n phases of the problem are covered
and the discussion resolts in a sense of accomplishment.

The leader must involve the group in the final evaluation. It

is necadssary to know the degree to which a program has accomplished its
specific objectives so thst he =an improve the next program in which
he participates. The public services of libraries occur in contexts,
i.e. situations which have been produced so that communication can take
place. The following points may serve for the evaluation of the librar-
ians performance in the group context:

Was the group leader's introduction brief, impartial
and interesting?

Was the group leader's opening question designed to locate
the interest of the group in the topic for discussion?

Did the leader follow-up and develop the interest of the
group in the topic for discussion?

Was participation well distributed?

Were various sides of the question brought out?

Were the leader s questions stated impartially?

Did the discussion stay on the subject?

Was anyone permitted to dominate the discussion?

:Did therenemmter extend the present, interest of the eroup
in the topic or problem( for discussion?: .

Was the groUp talking and working together in exploring
the problem?

Depth of encounter: wps there adequate development of the
topic in relation to the amount.of time available?

11,8 83
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Communication is a process whereby certain desired changes are

brought about in the behavior of individuals or groups. Changes in

behavior include changes in thinking, feeling and acting. In all of

these programs there are certain goals and objectives which relate to

desired behavioral changes in persons who participate. Sound program

evaluation is a process which attempts te 4etermine the extent to

which these stated changes in behavior hay fact been brought about

during the process of the program.

No attempt will be made to develop an ,...2abate utline of tech-

niques for a complicated and involved procesm n eva2amting each of the

programs that you will ever run. The propod easen=1:_al steps are

simple ones that any good leader can apply im ba-..z own group and that

will be effective in helping him to improve his merformance in running

subsequent programs. The following points may ;,:.:ovide a general outline:

A clear cut statementofprotives is

the responsibility of the leader to emphaaEdze and discuss with the

participants in the beginning, so that tkow.=e is zommon agreement

on the kinds of behavioral changes (not -necessarfay eefined in

chose terms) which the program is aiming at. It is important

that participants, as veil as the leader, be aware of these

desired goals.

Same device or techniques should be used to determine whether

the goals have been achieved. Such a device may consist of a
questionnaire or form which is worked out to test the extent to

which the objectives have been achieved: an objective multiple
choice test, an essay or a free-response questionnaire. Or it

might consist of small group discussion, during the last session,

of the extent to which different program objectives have been

achieved. Observers can help in keeping an eye on the discussion

and attempting to interpret which of the objectives have been

effectively achieved.

Analyze the results of evaluation and use them in_improving

the next program. After reviewing and discussing the evaluation

with the participnnts, much help can be secured from them in

suggesting how the goals might be betil'ar achieved next time.

Participants are in the best position to suggest what material

has been most helpful, what techniques were most productive, and

what kinds of discussions helped to achieve the goals. Based

on the analysis by the group, reactions fram observers and the
experience as well as insights gained by the evaluation of the
leader, it should then be possible to plan for improving the

program
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A frequent reaction to the subject of evaluation is that it is too
complicated, too pedantic, and too theoretical. Many people -ay,
"We know how good the program is by the reactions of the partzicipants,"

"We can tell how the course is going by the number of people who show

up, " or "Any good leader can tell whether the program is suc-essfui or

not." All of these statements are certainly true in part. ,t the

same time it is pretty hard to tell merely by intuition what 'the parti-

cipants have got out of the program or how it can be improved

Demonstration and Analysis:

During this session, the trainer has the responsibility :to see
that members of the group have some understanding of the term. as well

as the purpcse and the essential elements of evaluation. Once he is
convinced that the group understands that evaluation is a method for

determining behavioral changes rather than merely the filling in of a
questionnaire, he can move on to the evaluation of this program. The

procedure for evaluating this program serves a multi-purpose function:

that of helping group members review the major concepts and ideas that

they have gathered during the program; permitting group members to take

part in a demonstration of a method that they, themselves, can use in
evaluating the programs led by them; securing valuable data which can

be used in improving this particular program.

The total group should be divided up into four subgroups and each

subgroup is assigned one of the for evaluation outlines. The leader
tells them that they will report back to the entire group on findings

of each subgroup. Each subgroup reviews the evaluation outline assigned
to it and discusses questions contained in it. The subgroups attempt
to reach consensus on questions. However, where there is no agreement,
the area of disagreement should be reported.
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EVALUATION OUTLINE
Group One

Objective to be Analyzed: Extent to which the program has been

effective in "Increasing sensitivity to the major factors involved in

a discussion program."

Based on the discussion in this training program, what are

are the major factors which must be present in any effecive

discussion program?

What new or different insights did you get from this training

program with respect to the major factors in any discussion

program?

In what ways do you feel that this objective might have been

better achieved?

With respect to this particular objective, what parts of the

program do you feel were:

Most helpful?

Least helpful?

As ar as the entire,program is conserned:

What did you feel was most stimulating to you and what

was most helpful practically?

What portions of the program were least helpful and might

well be eliminated fram this program in the future?
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EVALUATION OUTLINE
Group Two

Objective to be Analyzed: Extent to which program has been
effective in "Increasing understanding of the Importance and value

of group discussion".

Based on discussion and readings in this program, summarize
briefly what your group feels are the major values of group

discussion and why you feel it is important.

What new or different insights, knowledge or understanding did

you get from this program with respect to this obiective?

In what ways do you think this objective might have been

better achieved?

With respect to this objective, what parts of the program do

you feel were:

Most helpful?

Least helpful?

As far as the entire program is concerned:

What did you-feeLmst mast stimulating to yoi, and what

was most helpful Tractically?

What portions of,theprogram were least helpful and might

be eliminated in the future?

87
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EVALUATION OUTLINE
Group Three

Objective to be Analysed: Extent to which program has "Increased
skill in diagnosing problems which a leader must handle".

Based on discussions in this program, what do you feel are
the major problems which you, as a leader, will have to cope
with in your groups? In what ways can you became sensitive
to, and aware of, these problems?

What new or different insights or understandings about problems
in working with groups did you get as a result of this program?

With respect to this objective, what parts of the program did
you feel were:

Most helpful?

Least helpful?

As far as the entire program is concermed:

What did you feel was most stimulating to you, and what
was most helpful practically?

What protions of the program were least helpful and
might be eliminated fram this program in the future?
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EVALUATION OUTLINE
Group Four

Objective to be Analyzed: Extent to which program provided
"Experienee in leading discussion in order to build leadershizAkingl.

Do you feel that the actual practice sessions in discussion
leadership were aided and enriched in any way by the theoretical
material presented and by the demonstration discussions? If
not, explain why these theoretical presentations did not help.

In what specific ways, if any, were your skills improved through
the experience of leading a practice discussion? Was the actual
experience itself most helpful, or the observation and analysis
which followed the practice discussion?

In what way do you think this objective might have been
better achieved?

With respect to this objective, what parts of the program do
you feel were:

Most helpfull

Least helpful?

As far as the entire progrem is concerned:_

Mat did you feel.was tost,stimulating to you, and
what was Most helpfdl practically?

What portions of the program were least helpful and
might be eliminated from this program in the futdre?
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OBSERVING GROUPS AT WORK

1. How far did the group progress tovard its goal for this meeting?

None A little Halfway Much

Comment

2. To what extent did the members understand whay they were trying to do?

All the way

Nobody A few Half did Most All did

Comment

How well did they understand how they were trying to do this?

Nobody

Comment

A few Half did Most All did

4. To what extent was the group stymied by lack of knowledge?

Badly

Comment

5. To what extent did the members seem to be interested in what the group

was trying to do?

Half the time Not much

Nobody A few Half were Most All were

Comment

6. Would you say that interest lagged or held up?

Lagged badly

Comment

7. To what extent were members able to subordinate individual interests to

common goal?

Help up pretty well Held up all the time

Seldom

Comment

Half the tithe All the time
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8. Would you say that the general atmosphere of the group was:

Hostile Half & Half Friendly

Formal Half & Half Informal

Ccmpetitive Half & Half

Ccmment

9. How many of the members participated in the discussion?

Cooperative

A few Less than half Half Most All

Comment

10. How often were the members contributions off the beam?

Most of the time Half the time Seldcm

Comment

11. Did .contributors indicate carefully listening to what others were saying?

A few did Half did Mcst did

Comment

12. Did contributors seem to be tied to preconceived positions, or did they
consider matters under discussion with an open mind?

Most were preconceived Half & Half

Comment

13. How well did those in special roles serve the group?

Leader

Most open-minded

Observer

Ccmment

Poorly

Poorly

Fairly well Very well

Fairly well Very well
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GROUP SELF-EVALUATION

1. Do members and leader prepare well for the discussion, by:

( ) reading the entire selection at least once?
( ) selecting main points in the reading for discussion?

( ) looking for a hierarchy of problems in the reading (i.e. those

points which focus on the author's main objective)?

( ) gathering examples from the text to support the choice of main

issues?

2. Does the group concentrate its efforts and focus on the main problems

or issues in the readings:
( ) working together most of the time?

(
) worked, but some time was spent on other things?

( ) a good deal of time was spent on other things?

3. If the group does not work well together, what are the reasons?

( ) deadlocking over irrelevancies, whether personal or otherwise?

( ) being too sociable, joking, etc.?
( ) some members were frustrated?

4. Who did most of the talking:
( ) the group as a whole?
( ) a few memhers?
( ) the leader?

5. Are differing points of view:
( ) acknowledged and considered tmpartially?
( ) acknowledged, but not considered objectively?
( ) neither acknowledged or considered?

6. Are morale problems discussed, such as lack of interest, conflicts and

anxieties:
( ) never openly face those problems?
( ) leader helps the group to face and resolve such 'problems?

( ) members raise and try to resolve these problems?

7. Do members participate in ways which help to make the discussion pro-

ductive, by:
( ) encouraging other members tc5 contribute and cutting down personal

comments in order to give them time?
( ) introducing new points for consideration?
( ) calling attention to points of agreement ordisagreement?

( ) bringing the group back to the subject and summarizing?
( ) trying to resolve conflicts and clarify points of view by drawing

person out?
( ) examining the thinking which others use to justify their opinions

(i.e. probing for reasons behind opinions)?
( ) citing evidence in the reading to support every opinion?

8. Does the group freely communicate its feelings end expectations about

his performance to the leader?
( ) have never brought this up?
( ) leaders encourage the members to discuss their leading performance?

( ) members take responsibility for expressing themselves about the

leadership performance?

92
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SELF-EVALUATION

Category A Sessions

Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri

I made preparation 5 5 5 5
by reading the material for 4 4 4 4
the session; bringing any 3 3 3 3
necessary materials to 2 2 2 2
session properaly organized 1 1 1 1

Category B

Add all circled numbers:
Total:

I was attentive 5 5 5 5
to the.leader; to my 4 4 4 4
fellow.group members or 3 3 3 3
consultants. 2 : 2. 2 . 2

1 1 1 1

Add all circled numbers:
Total:

Category C

I co-operated 5 5 5 5

by getting to sessions on 4 4 4 4
time; following directions; 3 3 3 3
keeping my remarks on the 2 2 2 2

subject; taking notes or
reporting if I were asked.

1 1 1 1

CaL121ELJI

5

4
3

2

1

5

4
3
.2

1

Add all circled numbers:
Total:

5

4
3
2

1

I contributed to the discussion 5 5 5 5 5
by making relevant remarks, one 4 4 4 4 4
point at a time; speaking 3 3 3 3 3
briefly; making myself clear; 2 2 2 2 2

using brief and pertinent 1 1 1 1 1

examples.

93

Add all circled numbers:
Total:
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CatsamE Sessions

I involved myself in the group
by developing a concern for
the objectives of the group,
and the problems of others,
even if it meant restrain-
ing my personal concerns;

5 5 5 5 5

4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 5 5
2 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1

by encouraging others to Add all circled numbers:
speak, and cutting down Total:
my own comments to give
them time; by helping
others to clarify their
points; by helping others
to stay on the subject.
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Place a dot representing.thetotal nutber_for each category
on the Chart belOw and connect the..dots.witiva line..

25
24
23
22
21

20
19
18
17
16
15

14
13
12
11
10

9

.'8

7

6
5

4
3

2

1

Category.'

On the previous pages is a list of 5 categories. Grade yourself
in each category for each session on a scale of 5.

1 2 3 4

poorly on the well enough well enough well in most well in all

whole in some . in some respects respects

respects respects

jt
= 95



INVENTORY.OF PERFORMANCE

What Your Score Means (in three parts)

I. The growth profile for each category,ABCDE

If any of the lines connecting.the circled numbers in each category

go u*N steadily you have_been exerting real effort to learn, and have

been profiting by the experience of each session.

If the lines are jagged, but still on the upgrade, you must ask

yourself why. It may be that one category represents a special

problem for you, that you have done as well az you could. It could

mean that you did not put forth consistent 2-:._'Efort.

If any of the lines go down--straight or jazwed--you may have a

problem of lack of commitment, inability to ==centrate, or lack

of understanding of the pTogram or course A1 jgctives.

II. The total of each cateasla.

satagama If your score is:

between , you have one highly desirable attribute for

group work--you take it seriously enough to make careful preparation.

You will be a better group member than some people who may have

more experience and skill than you do.

between , you have done fairly well, but you need to think

about consistent, careful preparation. You have not yet indicated

that you are an entirely dependable group member, or possess

necessary ingredient for leadership.

between , you may have to do some serious thinking about

this. Unless you change your attitude, plan your time better, and

take greater responsibility for preparation, you will never be the

asset to a group that you can be.

Catuory B If your score is:

between , you will probably learn whatever you set out to

learn. You will be a welcome addition to a group. Your attention

will encourage others, and will save them the time and trouble of

having to recall you to the business at hand. You faill be the one

in the group most likely to understand what is going on, and,

probably, among the most interested.
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between , you are about average, and can expect to get
average results from group participation. You are close enough
to a superior rating to make it worth your while to concentrate
on the kind of attentiveness that pays real dividends.

between , have you consider-d what some of the-causes of
inattention are? Perhaps you need a physical checkup, or more
sleep. If the reasons for your mdnd's wandering are not physical,
perhaps you have not schooled yourself to shut out distractions,
or to focus on one stimulus at a time.

Category C If your score is:

between , you are performing as a satisfactory group member.
Co-operation alone will not make you one, but, without it, nothing
else will.

between , you have failed-in an essential that is that
result of willingness, not skill. Think carefully about what
would happen to any group if most of the members were careless
in this category.

Category D If your score is:

between , probably you have some natural skill and some ex-
perience. You are arhighly desirable group member, with the
capacity to become an expert in group work.

between , you have done well. If group work is not part of
your everyday experience, you have done very well indeed. You are
conscious of the fact that you are working as a group member, not
entirely as an individual. You have brought your intelligence,
self-control, and command of the language.to the job.

between , your performance is about average for a person
who does not. participate in group,discussion too often, and has not
given it a great deal'of thought. You have a good basiC for develop-

.

me7,t.

between , ask yourself--is my reticence owing to shyness,
excitability, or reserve? Is it cloudy thinking? Is it related
to inattention or to lack of involvement in the group? Review
the good contributions you have made. What prompted them? Why
were they good?
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Category E If your score is:

between , you probably have high Scores in all categories.
You have the essential attitude for group work, and the-potentiality
for real leadership.

between you,are a desirable group MeMber; and haVe no
doubt:profited. bythis meeting in d5aectratio to.your succesS in
thiS.category,...-Your awatenesS.of the group is a goodibaSis for
further study and practice in.group work.'

betWeen. , you are justbeginning to get the-point of workimg
in groups. You need to-ask Yourself..why. are 4e doing this as a
group? What is my responsibility'here?'

between , perhaps you haVe mot cultivate& the art of
looking outsZ_de yourself, nor identifying yourself with Other peopie's
needs and interests. There is a certain justice in the fact that
(yy concent=ating on your own interests) you haVe probably not
learned as much from this experienCe as you might haVe.-

III. The over-all profile.

If the line is fairly straight, you need only note your level of
performance and work toward a higher one.

If the line is markedly irregular, try, to see relationships among
the highs, and among the lows, in order to select a plan for
imprOvement.

E.g., highs in A,B,C, and lows in the other categories may indicate
good attitudes but undeveloped skills.

E.g., highs in D and E and lows in the other categories may indicate
a certain skill unaccompanied by real commitment.

E.G., highs in all but E may indicate commitment and a certain
skill, but not enough knowledge of the group process or practice in
it as yet.
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SECTION FOUR

Appendix

No attempt has been made in this guide to prestent the subject
content of group encounter. COntent ranges a1 7 over the
deweyized collection and can be easjly retrieved by any cow-
petent lkbrarian to meet any particular groupl:E; interests.

Library science or library economy as it is sometimes called
is largely preoccupied with the infrastructure of communicatiom
rather than with communication itself. Since ibrary litera-
ture has ignored human communication, the following publicatioms
are listed in the event that some few librarians may wish
to become involved with the communicative encounter.

Communications Nana ement of Human Resources 243 p. $3.00

Communication for Librarians 185 p. $2.50

Advisory Counselling for Librarians 179 p. $2.00

Interviewing for Counselor and Reference Librarians 137 p. 2.00

Floating Librarians in the Community 261 p. $2.50

Media Designed Programs for Librarians 54 p. $1.50

("Discourse Units it, 4uman Communication for Librarians")

The.5e-publications maY be obtained from the Bookstore,
University'of-PittSburghi.Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.
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SOME BASIC DISCUSSION PROBLEMS

The Monopolist:

The leader mtight say
'1While we are :on this point, let's hear from some of the other members."

"You have raLsed some interesting points mr. . Would anyone

else like to comment?"
"Are there others who would like to comment on this point?"

Ask the monopolist to summaize What he has said, so that he will draw

his point ta a close. Or, Oak some other group member to re-phrase the

points.

The Silent Member.=

Many silent members attend discussion meetings regularly. They enjoy

the discussions, ilsollow the trend of the discussion closely, do the reading

and therefore bene±it tremendously gowever, discussion leaders should en-

courage the quiet person to talk, and look for opportunities for him to parti-

cipate. But never put a silent Okember on the spot by asking him a direct

question unless you know he is reedy to speak. When the silent person indi-

cates a desire to talk but does POt have a chance to get into the discussion,

you might say:

'John, isn't this in line Vith Your work? Based on your experience,

what do yon think aboat the...?"

Get to know the silent members of the group. Engage in a friendly con-

versation with them before the session begins. If the silent member has

difficulty in expressing himself, help him to clarify his statement:

"I wonder if what you are saying ties in with our subject someting

like this..."

Off the Track:

The leader might Say
"Your point 1*.s an interesting one. However, perhaps we shouls get

back to the subject." Then, as leader, restate your original question.

"Could.you save your point nhtil later?"
"Bow does your point relate to the subject? Will you explain further?"

Too Much Agreement Within the...G.521a:

"Is there another side to this question?"
"Let's look at the other sde of the coin. Has anyone thought about

this phase of the problent...?"
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The Di.scuE7 :3ogs Down:

If yet somewhere near a halfway point, ask the group members if

.they would ce to take a short recess. This will give you time to collect

your that;gbt.-.a about the subject and to think of a few questions on a differ-

ent aspect the topic.

Leader's dal

Open discuyiTt.sm - set the stage with a brief introduction

(a) 1:::'.C,..m_group - discover issues.

(b) .discussion - don't direct
(c) natural question - play by ear
(d) K,c-When to step in - have sense of timing
(e) Th cipartial - respect opinions of all members
(f) Dmrz:7:.force participation
(g) Cre a friendly and accepting atmosphere
(h) BeTatient and provide balance
(i) Keep group on track
(j) Be flexible - shape questions out of the discussion itself.

(k) Examlne area of disagreement

ART OF LIMNING ATTENTIVELY

When you lead a discussion

Respect zthe opinions cf all participants; do not evaluate or

criticilswR comments.

Ask questions. Do not answer questions - redirect them to the group.

Allow-people time to think. Ask a question and wait. Do not rephrase,

or add_ tn the question. Look interested, and someone will answer 'when

he haaad time to frame an answer.

AllOw-the group time to answer one another. 'Do not make a comment

or ask another question every time someone speaks.

Keep the group on the subject. If the discussion wonders, remind
the group of the question or topic. If you are working with an on-
the-spot reading, refer to this meteriAl frequently.

Watch the group closely and constantly to see who is ready to comment.

101
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Help people to say what they mean - restate a comment if necessary and

ask, "Have I understood you correctly?", or ask a question for clari-

Nail down what has beeu said - summarize before going on to another
phase of the topic.

MAINTAIN GOOD COMMUNICATION

Communication about issues lies at the heart of good
discussiont In leading the discussion try to help all the
members of the group realize,their fullest Potentiality; try
to draw out the best from each participant. Encourage clear
expression of ideas and logical thinking. Clarify "fuzzy"
languagey abstractions, and faulty reasoning without putting
the participant on the spot. Avoid the "define your terms"
&,nd "justify your position" statement. Remember that
discussion is a method of working and talking together so
as to achieve understanding; it is not an exercise in logic
or semantics.

One of the main functions of the discussion leae.er is to
maintain good communication: to clarify statements, to be
sure everyone understands what is being said. Consequently,
beware of --

"Fuzzy Language"

Mr. Jones: "I believe in free speech"'
Leader: "Could you give us an example of your point?"

Abstract-Terms

(Such words as - freedom, democracy, justice, conservative,
true, etc.)

"In whatway are you using theword freedom? I wonder
if yoU might give-,us an example of what you mean?"
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Indefinite References

"They say that.."
"As we all know .."
"Business leaders know..."
"All intelligent people know ..."

The leader might ask: "Who or what group are you re-
ferring to? Who are They?"

"Snarl" Words

(Such words as - war monger, reactionary demagogue, wel-
fare state, bureaucrat)

The leader might ask: "I am not sure I understand what
you mean, will you clarify it
for us?"

ASKING QUESTIONS

Purpose of Asking Questions

1. To stimulate discussion
2, To Point up and It.CCUB on issues,
3. To clarify contributions.
4. To promote progression, transition, and balance in dis-

cussion.

Method of Asking

1. Address your questions to the group as a whole, not to
any one individual. Toss it out to the.group and then
try to develop and follow-up the interests of lthe group.
Don't be bound by a list of questions. Know the topic
and its subdivisions well enough to develop the discussion
into whatever area of the topic the group may wish to
discu6s,
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2. Ask the right question at the.right time. Develop a
sense of timing: know when to step in and ask a question,
and when to listen. Remember that discussion is not just
a series of questions and answers. It is a method of
sharing and exchanging ideas.

3. Don't be afraid of silence, After you have tossed a
question out to the group, give the participants time to
collect their thoughts. Wait thirty seconds - the gears
are grinding!

4. Shape auestions out of the discussion itself; the natural
question is the one that evolves from a previous con-
tribution.

Characteristics of Good questions

1. Questions should be brief, impartial, and clearly phased,

Examples: Have government regulations stifled private
enterprise?
Is freedom of thought dangerous?
Are pressure groups essential in a demo-
cratic,society?
What has led to the present conflict?

2. Phrasing - Questions should be stated in an impartial and
open-ended way; the first few words of your auestion are
important.

To what extent is government responsible for...?

araullany_t_11_232z, of these Principles are....?

So yoU'agree or disagree that our foreign
policy....?

What, in your opinion, is the most reasonable
method of

3. Types of questions:

Exploratory. questions

Clarifying questions

- opening questions designed to
locate the general interest of
a group in a topic.

- questions designed to clarify con-
tributions.

Data questions - questions designed to bring out needed
information.

Progrestion questions - questions designed to help the
group move forward.
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Questions which ere Barriers to Good Discussion

1. Long, involved questions.
2. Direct questions which tend to create a teacher-pupil atmosphere.
3. Questions which can be answered with a yes or no answer.
4. Factual questions - (Don't let the discussion bog down. Have someone

look up the facts while the group goes on with the discussion.)
5. Loaded questions which express the bias of the leader:

"Don't you agree..." "As we all know...." "Shouldn't we..."
"Don't you believe..." "Ought we..." "In my opinion..."

6. Indefinite questions:
"Do you think.the next Congress will be as bad as the present one?"

PHRASING AND USE OF QUESTIONS TO STINIUIATE DISCUESION

The Issue

Make sure that you have a clear understanding of the issue. (themes
definitions, issues). This is of first importance if you are to make
it meaningful to others.

Think about the issue in terms of -- Who? Why/ When? Where? and
How?

Decide which type of question best fits the issue -- open-ended. opinion
question, (:?xploratory question designed to locate the interest of the
group in the issue, question designed to bring out needed information.

The Oben Ended ODininrDietiqr (This type of question leaves the partici-
pants free to offer any idea or opinion on the issue they may think of. They
are not asked to make their comments conform to one of several ideas which are
already outlined for them. Their comments are free and open; the open-
ended question sets no definite alternatives.)- What is your opinion about
war?

Keep it within reasonable boundaries. An open-ended question can
be too broad and leave the participant as free as the birds to give
opinions from every direction and in every dimension.

So as to extract all the thought you can on the subject, it may be
advisable to follow up this type of question with a probing question.

Try to assess the stage of development of the discussion. If opinion
is well crystallized or falls into definite patterns, the open-ended
question may be a waste of time.

Two-Way Question (The two-way question is one which is designed to suggest
two possible alternatives. Approve or disapprove and why; for and against
and why; favor and oppose and why.)
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Consider whether there is a reasonable middle-ground position which
some participants might take.

Give condideration to the mildness or harshness of alternate
questions. The stronger the feeling Implied by the alternatives,
the less response there will be.

Other Types of Questions

Double-barreled questions

The "or what?" tag at the
either an open-ended or a

deserve to be split into separate questions.

end of a question is not as effective as
two-way question.

Wording Questions

Avoid questions which have the appearance of "talking down" or otherwise

insulting the intelligence of the participants.

Word your questions according to principles of good usuage but don't

make it sound stilted.

Use as few words as possible. Make your questions specific without
Making them' over-elaborate. You Can ask Most questions in twenty
words or less.

Loading questions

Citing the status quo will, to some extent, inhibit p,rticipants

from expressing minority opinions.

The first few words of your question are important. Consider the

effect'of such words as: should, could, and might. The should

wording brings up the moral issue. The could wording poses the issue

of possibility. The might wording moves to the iesue of probabilty

(should - moral; could - possible; migLt - probable.)

Introduction of examples may divert attention from the issue to the

examples. If an example or illustration is necessary to make the

idea be sure it fits the situation.

Avoid questions which express the bias of the leader. An expression

of opinion by the leader will often inhibit some of the members of the

group from expressing an opposing opinion. Example: .-...don't you

agree? ...don't you'helieve? ...ought we? ...as we all know

...shouldr.'t we? etc.

The.Melor PrinCiple

Before asking any question to promote the development of discussion,

ask yoUrself, "what am I taking for granted?"

Atia()(3
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Avoid implied alternatives. No fault can be found with stating the
alternatives while some harm may result from leaving it to be carried

by implication.

State both sides of the issue when zacessary. The "or not" ending

may not be enough to give the other side a fair shake. In most cases,

it is advisable to state the question so that the participants know
the major pro and con sides of the issue.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IN APPRAISING AND REVIEWING BOOKS

Despite their professional preparation in content analysis, not

all librarians are as adept at "reading a book technically" as they

will need to become in order to prepare themselves for group work

activity. The following questions arranged by broad areas in knowledge

supplement Mann's techniques of reading a document technically (Intro-

duction to Catalo in and Classification. ALA, 1943):

1.11-123

1. Does the book give the full life of the subject, or is one part
emphasized more than another? What justification is there for either
treatment?

2. What is the point of view of the author? How has he known the sub-
ject? Personally,? Through research?

3. .P.re idiosyncracies and weaknesses omitted, treated adequately or
ovarplayed?

4. How is the biography organized--chronologically or in journalistic
fashion with "who, where, when, what and how" approach?

5. Is the tretment superficial or does the author show extensive
knowledge of subject?

6. How does this treatment compare with others and what makes it
different from othera?

Historx

History and biography are much alike. Many of the questions for
reviewing it are also applicable to history. In addition, the following
may be used:

1. What kind of training has the author had for this kind of writing?
Does he know his aubject, and can he write? How have the public
and the critics reacted to previous works of his?

2. What seems to be the pointof view of the author?
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3. Is the style essentially that of reportorial writing, or is there
an effort at interpretive writing?

4. For what group is the book intended?
5. Does it emphasize tradition.91 subject mntter such as wars, rulers 2

etc., or is it social history?
6. Will the book soon be out of date, or is it written to stand the

test of time?
7. What are the visual aids used--pictures, maps, charts, etc.? Are

they of value in understanding the period written about, or are they
merely decorative?

C on_tI__pena

Books on contemporary thought include current books on economics,

government, religion, philosophy, sciences, etc. These are similar to
speeches and essays and can best be reviewed in the same way that public

speeches are reviewed in the public press. The opening sentences should
include the gist of the book's content, including all the major concepts.
This can often be found in the author's introduction or in his concluding

paragraphs. Then one section or concept can be used for fuller analysis.

The following questions may be used:

1. If the intrc=luction or first chapter states explicitly the purpose

of the author, does such a statement enable the reader "place"

the book in relation to a particular school of writing, or to a

particular point of view concerning society?
2_ If the purposeot the author is not explicitly stated, it is possible

to infer such purpose from the contents? Does either the first

or last chapter summarize the author's hypotheses or conclusions?
Are there summary paragraphs at 'the end of each chapter which give

a quidk view of the author's conclusions?

3. If 'there are not easily found statements in the text, does the table
of contents throw any light on the author's scope or treatment,

or aspects of the problems which seem important to him?

4. What kinds of evidence are used? Does he indicate how he established
authenticity or reliability of his evidence? Has he used primary

or secondary sources, or both? Can you think of any type of evidence
Whidh he might have used but has not?

5. Has he 'borrowed the point of view, the concepts, the theories, or the

mot:hods of any discipline other than ? If so, what? Has

he over-extended the significance or the certainty of such borrowings?

6. What 'educational level must a reader have reached in or,fer to read

the boOk with comprehension and enjoyment? Is the book likely to
be read only by those who will be able to criticize its validity,

or 4s it likely to appeal to xeaders who habitually accept anything
the author says? Ir the latter case, the librarian must exercise

greatest care; whereas the mature and critical reader may be safely

left to carry on his own argument with the author.
7. Can you estimate the range of reader appeal this book will have, and

for what type of library it is a suitable purchase?
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Travel end Adventure

Within its limits, a review in this field should be a travel article,

interesting in itself, and capable of standing entirely on its own feet.

Many of the foregoing questions may prove useful as well as the following:

1. How does the author accomplish his purpose? Does he emphasize the
exotic or use the exotic for sensationalism or to show truths?

2. What is new or different about this book? What specific contributions
does this volume make to man's knowledge of geography, government,
economics, etc.?

Fiction

There are four essential elements to the novel: characters, setting,
ti.e plot or theme, and style. Chapters 1, 2, 11, What's in a Novel by
Helen Haines (Columbia U. P., 1942) are good for background reading. A
few questions which may be asked about novels include the following:

1. Where does the author get his characters? Are they historical,
or based on persons the author has known, or figments of the
imagination?

2. What is his attitude toward his characters? Does he look upon them
with pride, with sympathy, or is his attitude one of hostility
and belittlement?

3. What is the locale and time of tne story? Is its primary interest
regional, historical, or are these only incidental to some other
purpose?

4. How are the various elements of plot handled: introduction, suspense,
climax and conclusion? To what extent is accident employed as a
complicating or resolving force? Is fate used?

5. Is the style of writing important enough to bring out? Does the
autilor use exaggeration, understatement, vivid description, etc.,
to make his points? Does he use vulgarity? What is his choice
of word?

Reader Interest and Usage.

1. Treatment in book reviews.
2. Other books to which this one is related.
3. Of interest tc: adults, young people, students, teachers, specialists,

etc.?
4. Values for the reader: information, contribution to culture, stimu-

lation of interests, recreation, entertainment, etc.?
5. Recommended for: public library (main, branches, deposit stations,

pay collection), college library, university library, school library,
special library, etc."

Question for study and discussion:

What is book evaluation and appraisal based on: best literature?
literary quality (which many recent and useful books do not have)? or
the intentions, qualifications and skill of the writer in meeting his
objectives?
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ARRANGING DISCUSSION FOR IMAGINATIVE WORKS

Discussion patterns using works of the imagination or other records
of human experience suggest that there is a sequence important for its
psychological implications which needs to be established in discussing
7alues. The ;';equence should provide for the following steps.

A retelling of what occurred in the story itself. The incidents,
feeling and relationships under consideration should be identified. It

is sometimes possible to read aloud the passage that shows a particular
point. At other times, it helps to ask someone to tell in his awn words
the incident which illustrates a particular point, or the leader can do
this retelling.

With persons inexperienced in discussion, response to the questions:
"What happened in this story?" may bring a flood of incidents that do
not have relevancy to human relationships. The leader may need to ask:
"What do you think the author meant to tell us in that incident?" This
first stage of discussion focuses on meaningful recall and prepares for
the next step.

Stimulation to identify similar incidents in the ex erience of
participants or from other works of the imagination. This stup gives
an opportunity to describe incidents of similar emotional content and

to generalize about them. This gives validity to the unconscious
awareness that fiction, drama or biography do extend experience. Such

. questions are helpful: "Have you ever seen something like this happen?
When? Where? How was the incident you describe like or different
from this?"

Probing into what happened in feeling,1 in shift of relationships
and change of behavior. ThiS aims at making more vivid the 'identification
with the feelings of the characters in books. It is fostered by the use
of such questions as: "What did the character do? Why did he do this?
In what ways did he show his feelings? How do you feel about what he
did? How-would you have felt had you not been in his shoes?"

hxplpriagpequences of certain behaviors of feelinas. Participants
need a. chance to recapitulate what happenedin a given.:relationship as
a result of some specific behavior or consequences. Such questions are
helpful: "Iw,What waysAid 's feelings or,behavior make a
difference? 'Who in the story-had a happier or more difficult time because
this-happened?"

Developing some tentative generalizations about the consequences of

,certain-behaViors or feelings. The reader needs an opportunity to deter-
mine.whether or not certain situations, behaviors or feelings foster

11 0
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better human relationships, growth and happiness. Questions such as the

following facilitate arriving at tentative conclusions: "What kind of

behavior, feeling or arrangement makes the situation better for people?

If you could relive one of your experiences, what would you do differently?

why? H.)w can we help people to choose what will foster the best human
relationships? What would you do to make the situation different?

Tentative generalizations about behaviors or feelings serve as issues

for continued discussioa. An imaginative author communicates through

images, incidents and characterization; whereas the author of an

an expL.sitory style communicates through concepts. Discussion groups

need experience with all forms of communication. Works of the imagi-

nation may serve as a bridge between the highly visual presentation of

film and th on,zeptual language of exposition.
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Sample Discussion: Shakespeare's 116th Sonnet

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alternation finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove:
0, no! it is an ever-fixed mark,
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be
taken.
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips ard
cheeks
Within his bending sickle's compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.

What does the author say?

What does the author mean?

How is this significant today?

Will you rephrase what Mr. has just said?
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